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ABSTRACT
This dissertation uses two estuarine spatial models and emergy analysis of two
river diversions within the Mississippi Delta to test the hypothesis that natural river
inputs maximize marsh coverage and have net societal benefits. Substantial
advancements including a higher resolution, variable time-step hydrodynamic module,
a mass-balance sediment component, and a marsh colonization routine, distinguished
the Mississippi Deltas Model (MDM) from the Barataria-Terrebonne Landscape
Simulation Model (BTELSS). These advancements made the MDM capable of
simulating the progradation o f river deltas with varying river regimes. No Action
Plans (NAP), simulated by both models, were used as a baseline of comparison for
simulations and predicted continued land loss in the Barataria and Terrebonne basins,
and land gain in and around the Atchafalaya and Wax Lake Deltas. The river
diversion simulation with the BTELSS resulted in the preservation o f 113 km2 o f
marsh and identified river diversions as alternatives that can slow the rate of land loss
in abandoned delta lobes. In the LDM simulations with magnified river flow and
sediment discharge increased the growth o f the deltas above the NAP rate of 2.5
km2/yr, and reversed the trend in surrounding marshes from land loss to land gain.
Areas with diminished river inputs due to jetty construction experienced declines in
marsh coverage. The results from the model simulations supported the hypothesis that
natural river inputs maximize marsh coverage.
The river diversion study demonstrated the ability o f emergy analysis to
compare natural energies and economic resources on a common basis and identified a
unique concentration o f natural energies that characterize delta settings. By relying
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primarily upon renewable energies inherent in delta environments to produce both
economic and ecological benefits, the diversions represent an important component o f
sustainable management plans for deltaic systems. The amount o f additional emergy
exported due to the diversions outweighed the economic costs and supported the
hypothesis that restoring riverine inputs to deltaic marshes has net societal benefits. By
maximizing marsh coverage and producing societal benefits, the optimization of
natural riverine inputs is a sustainable approach to protect and restore deltaic
ecosystems.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
This dissertation uses spatial models and emergy analysis to test hypotheses
about landscape functioning and evolution, and how human intervention may alter
these phenomena. Spatial models are utilized to better understand how natural forces
effect ecosystem function and habitat change in an area o f the Mississippi delta
extending west from the Mississippi River to Freshwater Bayou. This will allow
future management proposals for these systems to be based on a more accurate
understanding o f deltaic estuarine systems. Large scale management plans are often
based on untested hypothesis about landscape functioning and how management
changes alter this functioning. Spatial models provide an opportunity to test these
hypotheses by simulating the dynamics o f the natural system and predicting effects o f
proposed management plans through time and across the landscape (Costanza 1990).
Management plans that operate at the interface between nature and society are often
difficult to justify because of the necessity to compare flows from the economy with
flows o f natural resources. Emergy analysis (Odum 1988, 1996) is applied to two
river diversions within the Mississippi delta to compare economic and environmental
inputs and outputs on a common basis. This determined if the benefits o f restoring
natural riverine inputs merited the required economic investments. Combining spatial
models with emergy analysis results in comprehensive evaluations o f projects intended
to alter natural forcing functions. The models are used to predict changes in flows and

1
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components o f the system. Then, emergy analysis can be used to evaluate the societal
effects o f these changes.
Variations of natural forcing functions and proposed management plans are
simulated with the Barataria-Terrebonne Landscape Simulation Model (BTELSS) and
the Mississippi Deltas Model (MDM). Management plans that are evaluated with
the BTELSS include a river diversion, levee construction, hydrologic retention, and
jetty construction (Figure 1.1). The MDM is a spatial model encompassing over
9,000 km2 o f swamps, marshes, and open water o f a prograding deltaic estuary located
at the intersection o f the Atchafalaya River and the Gulf o f Mexico (Figure 1.2). In
this setting the impacts of varying river flow (water and suspended sediment
discharge), and inter-bay connectivity upon marsh coverage are analyzed. A no action
plan (NAP) simulated in each setting provides a basis of comparison for management
plans and alterations o f natural inputs. The results from these simulations are used to
test the hypothesis that optimizing natural river inputs will maximize marsh coverage.
Significant advances to the application o f spatial models in settings interfacing
aquatic and terrestrial environments accompanied the development o f the BTELSS and
MDM. The explicit hydrodynamic module, much enlarged study area, and improved
habitat switching algorithm are substantial advances of the BTELSS that built on a
previous modeling study of coastal Louisiana (Costanza et al. 1990). The MDM is
characterized by a higher resolution hydrodynamic module, operating at 1 km2 and
variable time steps, and the ability to simulate the conversion o f open water areas to

2
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Figure 1.1. The Barataria and Terrebonne basins are bounded by the Gulf of
Mexico, and the Mississippi and Atchafalaya Rivers. Bayou LaFourche, an
abandoned Mississippi distributary, divides the two basins. Four proposed
management plans were evaluated; a river diversion and levee construction in
Barataria, and hydraulic retention and levee construction in Terrebonne.
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Figure 1.2. The MDM study site was located in south-central Louisiana at the terminus o f the Atchafalaya River. The
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Intracoastal Waterway), and the 9 TOO" longitude line. The southern boundary an east-west line positioned 9 km south
of Pointe au Fer. The western marine boundary was a north-south line extending from Freshwater Bayou (dashed line).

land habitats. An improved sediment algorithm and marsh colonization routine are
pertinent processes in creating new land habitats in the prograding delta environments
o f the MDM.
For two management plans, river diversions in the Barataria and Breton Sound
basins (Figures 1.3 and 1.4), emergy analysis is employed to quantify and compare
economic and ecological costs and benefits. The diversions restore flows of riverine
water and associated sediments to interior marshes that were previously isolated from
riverine inputs by elevated levees. Observations from Caemervon (Villarrubia 1998)
confirm the ability of diversions to create marshes. The Davis Pond diversion is
located upriver o f New Orleans in the central Barataria basin and is currently under
construction. The Caemervon diversion discharges into the Breton Sound estuary and
is located 20 km downstream of New Orleans. It has been in operation since 1992.
These analyses test the hypothesis that restoring natural riverine inputs to deltaic
marshes will have net societal benefits.
1.1 Landscape Change in River Deltas
Landscape change in deltas is the result of external forces and internal
processes, that are not constant, but occur as pulses over a range o f spatial and
temporal scales (Day et al. 1995, Day et al. 1997). These forces and processes drive
the delta cycle (Roberts 1997): the natural progression o f progradation and
deterioration occurring across river deltas. Riverine input creates land gains through
sediment deposition and stimulation o f organic soil formation (Junk et al. 1989, Villar
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20 km down river o f New Orleans (Figure 1.1).
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et al. 1996, Day et al. 1997). As the river changes course abandoned areas subside and
erode and are converted to open water bodies. The operation of this cycle over a range
of scales results in a fractal pattern of channels with natural levees and
interdistributary wetlands. Deltaic landforms range in size from delta complexes
(15,000 km2) that prograde and retreat every one to two thousand years to crevassesplays (10 km2) that form and regress within one century (Roberts 1997). During this
cycle landscape change ranges from the progradation of land at 125 m/yr (Fisk 1961,
Coleman 1998) to the retreat of delta headlands at 33 m/yr (McBride et al. 1992).
These high rates o f change have prompted deltas to be classified one of the most
variable environments on earth (Coleman et al. 1998, Bird 1985, Wright 1985).
While hydrologic influences drive the cycles o f land gain and loss (Johnson et
al. 1985), ecological processes and interactions with hydrology also impact these
cycles. The elevation o f the land surface with respect to water levels and the balance
between aggradation and relative sea-level rise (RSLR) regulate ecological communities
in river deltas (Cahoon et al. 1995, Boumans and Sklar 1990, Mckee and Patrick 1988,
Baumann et al. 1984, Hatton et al. 1983). In areas o f active deposition, such as the
Atchafalaya delta, gains in elevation take place. In these areas vegetation is quickly
established once the soil elevation surpasses a critical elevation with respect to mean
local water level (Allison 1996, Shaffer et al. 1992). After the establishment of
marshes belowground biomass increases and stabilizes the surface elevation (Hatton et
al. 1983, Wells and Coleman 1981). Below and above ground biomass are augmented
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by high levels o f productivity due to nutrients delivered during annual river flooding
(Day et al. 1997, Villar et al. 1996, Junk et al. 1989). Higher levels o f productivity and
continual mineral deposition allow marshes in active delta lobes to withstand RSLR
and have net gains in elevation (Nyman et al. 1993). These two processes: (1)
deposition o f allogenic sediment, and (2) organic soil formation through the growth and
incorporation o f undecomposed and decomposed plant root material (Boumans et al.
1997), act synergistically to build elevation in prograding deltas.
After the river abandons a delta lobe RSLR surpasses accretion. This causes
deltaic marshes to slowly convert to open water bodies. Comprised o f eustatic sealevel rise and subsidence, RSLR occurs in both prograding and deteriorating delta
habitats (Penland and Ramsey 1990). The rate of RSLR generally varies from 1.5 to
0.5 cm/yr across the Louisiana coastal zone (Penland and Ramsey 1990). As opposed
to prograding delta habitats where RSLR is counter balanced by accretion resulting in
elevation stability or net elevation gains, marshes abandoned by riverine flow subside
for a variety o f reasons. Without the input o f mineral sediments annual accretion gains
are diminished and the strength o f the soil is reduced (Hatton et al. 1983, Nyman et al.
1990, Kemp et al. In Press). Declines in both aboveground and belowground
productivity result from the absence o f nutrients once delivered by the river. Reduced
freshwater flow leads to increased salinity, yet another vegetative stress in abandoned
delta lobes. As the marshes begin to lose elevation relative to mean water levels,
flooding durations increase and the vegetation is exposed to more factors causing

9
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decreased productivity. These include increased concentrations of toxins in the soil
(Howard et al. 1995), and increased soil anoxia. Decreased riverine input reduces the
availability o f iron to reduce sulfide, resulting in increasing sulfide toxicity to
vegetation (Koch et al. 1990). In abandoned delta lobes the phenomena o f increasing
flooding and decreasing biomass exacerbate one another, hastening the disappearance o f
marshes.
Over the last 7000 years hydrologic inputs and ecological processes have
constructed 30,000 km2 of land comprising the Mississippi delta plain o f southeast
Louisiana. The natural delta cycle results in a slowly increasing amount of delta land
masses over time with continual shifting geomorphology. Channel switching occurs as
the existing channel lengthens, the slope decreases, and the channel becomes less
efficient. Eventually, the upstream natural levee is breached permanently in favor o f a
more hydraulically efficient, shorter, and steeper route to the sea (Roberts 1997, Day
et al. 1997). Natural river flow is rarely confined to one channel. Generally, the
primary channel receives about 80% of the total discharge with the remainder divided
among older distributaries (Gagliano and Becker 1973), thus ensuring efficient dispersal
of sediments over the entire deltaic plain. Widespread distribution o f riverine nutrients
and sediments support ecological functions capable o f creating and sustaining deltaic
marshes over a large area. Important ecological and societal functions including storm
buffering, maintenance of water quality, and fishery productivity are insured by the
existence of these marshes.

10
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During the last two centuries human activities have had a pervasive impact on
deltaic ecosystems. During the twentieth century the trend o f land building has
reversed in the Mississippi delta where the Louisiana coastal zone has suffered a net
land loss o f more than 4000 km2 (Britsch and Dunbar 1993). This loss is due to
natural phenomena such as subsidence, wave erosion, and subsurface geological control
(Penland and Ramsey 1990) and human modifications including elevated levees, spoil
banks, canals, and impoundments (Turner 1997). The deterioration o f river deltas
following human modifications is a problem of global importance. Most large rivers
have been dammed, which has reduced the amount of freshwater and sediment reaching
deltas. The amount of sediment carried in the Nile, Indus, and Ebro has been reduced
by over 95%; for the Po, the reduction is 75%, and for the Rhone and Mississippi, the
reduction is greater than 50% (Day and Templet 1989, Kessel 1988, L’Homer 1992,
Milliman et al. 1984, Sestini 1992, Stanley and Wame 1993, Varela et al. 1983). In the
Indus, Rhone, and Ganges hypersalinity, following decreased freshwater flows, has led
to the deterioration of mangroves and marshes (Snedaker 1984, Hensel et al. 1997), and
affected the quality of potable water supplies (Mirza 1998). Human constructions
within delta landscapes have also taken a toll. Sea dikes and canals, with associated
spoil banks, inhibit water movement into marshes and deposition o f sediments during
pulsing events, such as coastal storms and frontal passages (Reed et al. 1997, Swenson
and Turner 1987). From a holistic view these human actions have systematically

11
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isolated deltas from the natural riverine inputs responsible for their creation and
sustenance (Day et al. 1997).
Land loss in deltaic environments impacts ecological systems, which result in
economic and social costs to the system as a whole (Martin et al. 2000). Ecological
impacts include declines in net primary productivity (Day et al. 1997), salt water
intrusion (Wame and Stanley 1993, Mirza 1998), and fluctuations in species
composition (Deegan and Thompson 1985). Consequent economic and social costs
include declines in fisheries (Stanley and Wame 1993), loss of storm buffering capacity
(Deegan and others 1984), increased flooding o f coastal municipalities (Templet and
Meyer-Arendt 1988), and declines in water quality (Mirza 1998). To insure the
continued vitality o f deltaic resources in the Mississippi Delta and other deltas
throughout the world, management plans must be selected and implemented that
reverse the trend o f land loss and have net societal benefits. The formation and
evaluation of these plans must be based on a thorough understanding o f the interaction
of forces leading to deltaic habitat change. Spatial models are an essential tool to test
assumptions about landscape functioning and to formulate and evaluate management
plans. Emergy analysis can then determine if the societal benefits are greater than the
cost of implementing each management plan.
1.2. Spatial Landscape Models
This dissertation demonstrates how spatial models can be used to understand
the functioning of a deltaic estuarine system and evaluate management plans. The

12
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failure o f past management plans due to incorrect notions o f system functioning
demonstrate the need for these applications o f spatial models. For example, with the
goal o f marsh preservation, marshes in the Mississippi delta were impounded to
reduce tidal flow, salinity, and wave energy (Cowan et al. 1988). However, the
marshes were isolated from pulses of sediments and nutrients delivered during tidal
fluctuations and riverine floods, and accretion was reduced. (Reed et al. 1997, Cahoon
1994, Boumans and Day 1994). Spatial models allow the synergistic analysis o f local
and frequent events such as tidal fluctuations and more distant and less frequent
occurrences such as changes in river flow and sediment discharge. Simulations can
examine the effects o f eliminating, reducing, or increasing the influence of various
forcing functions. This allows hypotheses about landscape dynamics to be explicitly
and quantitatively tested, resulting in a more thorough understanding o f ecosystem
function.
The ability to analyze ecosystem dynamics across large spatial areas for long
periods o f time is another benefit o f spatial models. An initial motivation to develop
models o f this type was to predict changes in land cover patterns across large
geographical regions over long time periods due to natural changes and various
management alternatives (Costanza et al. 1990). A study by Boesch et al. (1994) and a
review by Coleman et al. (1998) concluded that large-scale management plans affecting
processes at the delta or basin scale offer the only opportunity to minimize future land
loss in the Mississippi delta. Projects at this scale may require ten to twenty years or

13
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more to fully impact the landscape (Boesch and others 1994). At these large spatial
and temporal scales, the assumptions inherent in applying small scale results to
landscape dynamics are vulnerable to many limitations. The assumptions can
oversimplify systems by disregarding temporal and spatial lags, and isolating systems
from their surroundings. When the interaction of multiple factors must be analyzed
across extended temporal and spatial scales, tools, such as spatial models, which
account for these phenomena are needed (Costanza and Ruth 1998).
The cellular structure of landscape models enables simulations over lengthy
time periods and covering large areas. A grid of landscape cells, each containing a
standardized ecosystem model, are connected via fluxes o f water, salt, sediments, and
other materials transported across a landscape. In these coastal applications, edaphic
and vegetative processes are simulated within each cell with a unit model (Figure 1.5),
while sediment, salt and water are transported across each cell in relation to the type
and amount of vegetation present with a hydrodynamic routine. Fluctuations in state
variables, such as vegetative biomass, are monitored to indicate changes in ecosystem
structure, in this case shifts in coastal habitats.
Models o f this type were first developed in the 1980’s and have since been
applied to other o f settings interfacing land and water habitats. Sklar et al. (1985)
began investigating these models as options to simulate estuarine dynamics. This work
resulted in simulations of natural and human induced alterations within the western
Terrebonne basin o f the Mississippi Delta (Costanza et al. 1990). Similar models have
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were simulated in the ecological unit module that operated with a spatial resolution
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(circles) and storages (tanks) affected process rates and regulated the quantity of
each storage. For instance, greater amounts o f salt and water depth reduced
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each square kilometer was calculated based on the amount of organic and
inorganic soil storage, that also included a fixed percentage of pore space. For a
more detailed explanation of the module consult Reyes et al. 2000.
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since been developed for the Florida Everglades (Fitz et al. 1996) and for analysis o f
nitrogen cycling within wetlands (Martin and Reddy 1997). The models used within
this dissertation built upon the previous studies o f Costanza et al. (1990) and Sklar et
al. (1985) within the Mississippi Delta. An explicit hydrodynamic model, much
enlarged study area, and improved habitat switching algorithm within the BTELSS are
substantial advances from these previous studies. In addition to these improvements,
a smaller resolution hydrodynamic model with variable time steps, and a land building
algorithm were incorporated into the MDM.
The land building algorithm was comprised o f a mass balance sediment module
and marsh colonization routine. To develop a module that efficiently and accurately
simulated sediment dynamics at time scales ranging from days to decades, processes
occurring at larger scales were included as forcing functions and processes occurring at
smaller time scales were mechanistically and empirically related to processes operating
at the time scale o f interest. Because changes in wind magnitudes and directions are
responsible for most o f the sediment concentration fluctuations within the shallow bay
systems o f the Mississippi Delta (Madden et al. 1988, Perez et al. In Press), the
determination between deposition and resuspension and the amount o f material
resuspended were related to hourly wind speeds. Marsh colonization was based on a
relationship determined by Shaffer et al. (1992). They found vegetation was rapidly
established in the Atchafalaya delta when the duration of average daily flooding
dropped below 11 hours per day.
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1.3. Entergy Analysis
Emergy analysis is a form o f energy analysis that quantifies values of natural
and economic resources on a common basis, and is capable o f deriving the value of
nature to the human economy (Odum, 1988). Traditional economic analyses focus on
monetary values, but environmental projects rely upon very large inputs from nature.
If these natural inputs are disregarded, the optimum use o f resources may not be
achieved and management decisions will be based on incomplete analyses (Ulgiati et al.
1994). All energy contributions influence an ecosystem’s pattern of structure and
function (Nixon 1988). Therefore, when evaluating environmental projects, it is critical
to employ methodologies that properly account for all energy flows of a system
including contributions from the natural environment and human economy. To create
and sustain marshes, river diversions rely on economic investments for construction
and maintenance and natural riverine contributions o f freshwater and sediments.
The fundamental assumption o f emergy analysis is that the value of a product
or service is proportional to the energy required to produce the product or service
(Brown and Herenden 1996). Emergy is defined as the amount of energy of one kind
directly or indirectly required to generate a product or service (Odum 1996). In most
applications of emergy analysis, solar emergy is used to determine the value of
environmental and human work within a system on a common basis: the equivalent
solar energy required to produce each service or product. Transformities calculated for
products and services are used to convert these items from units of energy (i.e. joules
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of oil), mass (i.e. grams o f riverine sediment), and money into common units o f solar
emergy joules (sej). Solar emergy drives the development o f every system in the
biosphere, including river diversions, whose development is driven by unmonied
inputs from nature and monied inputs from the main economy (Ulgiati et al. 1994).
Emergy analysis has been used to quantitatively explore public policy options for the
Mississippi delta (Day et al. 1997), Italy (Ulgiati et al. 1994), Taiwan (Huang 1998,
Huang and Odum 1991), the Mekong river (Brown and McClanahan 1996), and
smaller scale systems (Odum 1996). This dissertation will address the following
question using emergy analysis: Do the benefits derived from river diversions,
including stabilizing and creating coastal marshes, and sustaining and augmenting the
production o f coastal fisheries, merit the economic investments required for
construction and maintenance?
The methodology for the emergy analysis begins with the construction o f a
systems diagram to organize relationships between components and pathways of
resource flow (Figure 1.6). Important energy inputs characterizing river diversion
projects include the sun, wind, rain, tides, the river, and imported resources and
services utilized to construct and maintain the diversion (Figure 1.6). Pertinent
interactions within these settings are the productivity o f coastal marshes and open
water areas, the diversion o f riverine inputs to promote marsh productivity and the
loss of marsh elevation due to relative sea-level rise (eustatic sea-level rise plus
subsidence). By multiplying each system input or output by its respective
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transformity, all flows crossing the system boundary are converted to units o f solar
emjoules. Afterwards, flows are analyzed individually and aggregated to compare
exports to inputs and renewable and non-renewable inputs. The option of not having a
diversion is also analyzed. This allowed the comparison o f the null alternative o f no
diversion versus the implementation o f each diversion.
1.4. Objectives and Hypotheses
Two specific hypotheses are tested in this dissertation:
1. Natural river inputs maximize marsh coverage in deltaic estuaries.
2. Restoring natural riverine inputs to deltaic marshes has net societal benefits.
Specific objectives of this dissertation include:
1. Apply the BTELSS model within the Barataria-Terrebonne basin to evaluate
management plans and test the first hypothesis.
2. Incorporate advancements into the development o f the MDM to enable the
simulation o f delta growth and a wide array of management plans.
3. Apply the MDM within the Atchafalaya-Vermilion deltaic estuary to evaluate
management plans and alterations o f riverine inputs to test the first hypothesis.
4. Apply emergy analysis to two river diversions within the Mississippi Delta to
determine if the benefits of restoring natural riverine inputs merit the required
economic investments and to test the second hypothesis.
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CHAPTER 2. EVALUATION OF COASTAL MANAGEMENT PLANS WITH A
SPATIAL MODEL: MISSISSIPPI DELTA, LOUISIANA, USA*
2.1 Introduction
Spatial and temporal isolation plague the evaluation of many environmental
management plans, resulting in unforeseen consequences through space and time. A
management action in one area can have impacts in neighboring regions and, through
time, may result in unanticipated effects within the original area o f concern. Erosion
and nutrient inputs to surrounding environments following the clearing o f land are an
example o f this problem. If evaluations spanned relevant spatial and temporal
boundaries, short-term production gains o f cleared land could be compared with eroded
soils and the eutrophication o f neighboring waterbodies. Instead, spatial and temporal
impacts are often neglected because assumptions and processes are analyzed locally
over short periods during the evaluation o f environmental management plans. This has
often not been due to shortcomings o f management, but to the inability o f conceptual
models to account for relevant processes and heterogeneities through time and space.
Landscape spatial models (Reyes et al. 1999, Martin and Reddy 1997, Fitz et al. 1996,
Costanza et al. 1990) are tools that explicitly incorporate system processes and
relationships across spatial and temporal boundaries, allowing the identification of
short and long-term impacts of proposed management plans.
The interactions of geologic activity, ecological processes, and human
modifications create the need for such a tool to effectively manage river deltas and to
evaluate plans aimed at combating accelerated land loss in deltaic settings. River deltas

Reprinted by permission of “Environmental Management” (Appendix).
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are composed of delta lobes or basins which characterize stages in the delta cycle
ranging from areas of deposition and progradation to areas of shoreline retreat and
deterioration. The Barataria and Terrebonne basins of the Mississippi Delta (Figure
1.1) typify the deterioration stage of this cycle with high rates of land loss due to
natural and anthropogenic effects (Penland et al. 1988, Gagliano et al. 1981). A
problem of global importance is accelerated land loss in deltas due to anthropogenic
modifications, such as levees, canals, impoundments, and upstream dams. In the
Mississippi, Nile, Rhone, and Ebro deltas (Hensel et al. 1998, Turner 1997, Day et al.
1995, Stanley and Wame 1993) such structures have isolated deltaic land masses from
the delivery o f sediments and nutrients necessary to sustain land elevation in the face
o f constant subsidence and eustatic sea-level rise (Roberts 1997) leading to the
conversion of marsh habitats to open water.
Land loss in deltaic environments impacts ecological systems, which result in
economic and social costs to the system as a whole. Ecological impacts include declines
in net primary productivity (Day et al. 1997), salt water intrusion (Wame and Stanley
1993), and fluctuations in species composition (Deegan and Thompson 1985).
Consequent economic and social costs include declines in fisheries, loss o f storm
buffering capacity (Deegan et al. 1984), and increased flooding of coastal
municipalities (Templet and Meyer-Arendt 1988). To insure the continued vitality of
deltaic resources, land management in the Mississippi Delta and other deltas
throughout the world must select and implement management plans which reverse the
accelerated trend of land loss.
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The Barataria-Terrebonne National Estuary Program (BTNEP) supported the
development of a spatial model to predict changes in habitat distribution resulting from
proposed management alternatives and natural processes. Each 30 year simulation
produced a yearly chronology of habitat maps that could be visually and quantitatively
compared to a No Action Plan (NAP) or other alternatives. The NAP simulated the
status quo in each basin and was used as a baseline comparison for management
options. Evaluated management plans included the addition of levees, a hydraulic
retention plan, and the introduction o f sediment and water from the Mississippi with a
river diversion.
2.1.1 Coastal Management & Spatial Models
A detailed study of coastal wetland loss and management in Louisiana (Boesch
et al. 1994) concluded that the design and selection of management plans was not
based on explicit, quantitative models o f how the projects were expected to perform,
and recommended the use of such models for project assessment. That study (Boesch
etal. 1994) and a review by Coleman et al. (1998) concluded that large-scale
management plans affecting processes at the delta or basin scale offer the only
opportunity to minimize future land loss. Projects at this scale may require ten to
twenty years or more to fully impact the landscape (Boesch et al. 1994). At these
large spatial and temporal scales, the assumptions inherent in applying small scale
results to landscape dynamics are vulnerable to many limitations. The assumptions can
oversimplify systems by linearizing relationships, disregarding temporal and spatial
lags, and feedbacks, and isolating systems from their surroundings. When the
interaction of multiple factors must be considered and temporal and spatial scales are
23
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extended, new tools which account for these phenomena are needed (Costanza and
Ruth 1998).
Spatial models integrate ecosystem processes and relationships across spatial
and temporal scales and test assumptions by activating the mechanisms of each
process and relationship at each time step, throughout the entire landscape. This is
accomplished with a grid o f landscape cells, each containing a unit ecosystem model,
that are connected via fluxes o f water, salt, sediments, and other materials transported
across a landscape. In this coastal application, edaphic and vegetative processes were
simulated within each cell with a unit model (Figure 1.5), while sediment, salt and
water were transported across each cell in relation to the type and amount o f
vegetation present (Figure 2.1). Fluctuations in state variables, such as vegetative
biomass, can then be monitored to indicate changes in ecosystem structure, in this case
shifts in coastal habitats.
2.1.2 Management in the Mississippi Delta
Typical management plans in the Mississippi Delta involve hydraulic
manipulation. Freshwater flow into the basins has been increased to deliver sediments
and nutrients and push salinity gradients towards the G ulf o f Mexico. Diversions
from the Mississippi and Atchafalaya rivers are the primary sources for increased
water flow into the basins. Diversions are characterized by a control structure that
regulates the flow o f water and a delivery channel that directs the water through the
levee to the marshes (Gagliano 1989). Fresh and saline water flow may be restricted
with levees in attempts to regulate water and salinity levels, reduce storm energies
(hurricanes), and manage wildlife stocks. Levees, as a part o f regional management
24
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Figure 2.1. Different spatial and temporal scales were used for the hydrodynamic
and ecological modules. The hydrodynamic module distributed salt and sediment
across 100 km2, or ten by ten kilometer cells with a time step o f one hour. Each
basin was divided into 100 km2 cells by overlaying a grid o f ten by ten kilometer
cells, as shown in the figure for Barataria. The unit module (Figure 2) simulated
ecological processes at a one square kilometer resolution with a time step of one
day. The speckled pattern denotes hydrodynamic cells in which the Manning
coefficients were increased by a factor of nine to simulate levee construction (the
actual spatial extent o f the levee is shown as a dark line). The river diversion was
input to the cross-hatched hydrodynamic cell.
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plans, have been proposed as a “line of defense” against tidal intrusion (Boesch et al.
1994). By impacting the hydrology of coastal systems such management alternatives
have the potential to have pervasive effects over time and space (Sklar and Browder
1998). While the evolution of management approaches in deltaic settings will continue,
river diversions and levee plans have been heavily relied upon in the past, and will
continue to be primary options for regional management.
2.2 Model Description
A summary of the model structure is presented, followed by discussion o f
aspects directly related to the execution of management scenarios. A complete
description of the model is given by Reyes et al. (1999). While all of the components
of this study relied on a group effort, I was primarily responsible for performing and
interpreting the management plan scenarios. Initially the landscape was partitioned
into a grid of 1 km2 cells that were categorized as one o f six habitat types (swamp,
fresh marsh, brackish marsh, salt marsh, open water, and upland/agricultural) based on
remotely sensed United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) maps. Within each
1 km2 cell, a unit model simulates processes such as above and below ground
productivity, mortality, decomposition, and soil building (Figure 1.5). Materials are
exchanged with surrounding cells after each iteration as a function of water flow
simulated with a hydrodynamic module. Habitat change occurs as vegetative
production, salinity, and flooding duration within each cell cross thresholds. Ecological
processes are modeled at 1 km2 and daily scales, while the hydrodynamic module
distributes salt, sediment, and water at the 100 km2 and hourly scales (Figure 2.1).
Integration between these two scales is accomplished with a series of interpolation and
26
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aggregation routines (Press et al. 1992). The explicit hydrodynamic module, much
enlarged study area, and improved habitat switching algorithm are substantial advances
of this effort that built on a previous modeling study o f coastal Louisiana (Reyes et al.
1999, Costanza et al. 1990).
The model was driven by daily forcing functions and boundary conditions.
These included climatic variables (precipitation, wind, and temperature), flow and
sediment concentration o f the Mississippi and Atchafalaya Rivers, relative sea-level
rise (RSLR, comprised of subsidence and eustatic sea-level rise), tides, and salinity.
Simulating future landscape evolution required the designation o f future forcing
functions. Data sets were not randomly chosen from previous years to drive future
simulations because climatic events and river flows are cyclic and correlated over time
(Malamud et al. 1996; Thomson 1995; Latif and Barnett 1994). However, simply
reusing the chronological order of historical time series for future scenarios may
produce similar responses since the landscape has previously adapted to this order of
forcing events. As a compromise, data from the years 1962 to 1992 were used in
reverse order to drive the model for all future management scenarios. For further
discussion on the sensitivity of model results to the ordering o f forcing functions refer
to Reyes et al. (1999). Management scenarios were 30 year simulations (1988-2018)
that were initialized with the 1988 USFWS habitat map (Figure 2.2).
Management alternatives such as levees and water control structures could not
be explicitly modeled at the 100 km2 cell resolution of the hydrodynamic module.
Manning coefficients in hydrodynamic cells affected by a particular project were
modified to represent such features. For example, a continuous levee across Barataria
27
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Figure 2.2. 1988 maps from the U.S.F.W.S. were aggregated to six habitat
classifications and used to initialize the management scenarios.
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basin (Figure 2.1) was simulated by iteratively increasing the Manning coefficient
values in the 10 km by 10 km cells overlaying the proposed levee (Figure 2.1).
Manning values were increased until nearly complete restriction of water flow was
reached. In the river diversion scenario the addition of freshwater was simulated by
explicitly adding water at specified schedules (Table 2.1) to a hydrodynamic boundary
cell (Figure 2.1).
The output o f the model was designed to be easily interpreted both through
visual inspection and quantitative results. Variables tracked by the model were
formatted into maps at chosen time intervals, producing a sequence o f images
portraying the dynamics of landscape components at a 1 km2 resolution. In addition
to habitat change, map series of productivity, salinity, flood duration, water depth,
water velocity, elevation, and suspended sediments were also produced. Figures in
this paper provide resulting images at the conclusion of simulations. Animations of
the 30 year simulations can be viewed at the following web page
(www.Isu.edu/guests/wwwcei).
2.3 Results
2.3.1 No Action Plan fNAPi
The merit o f potential management plans was judged based on comparisons of
land loss and other parameters with the NAP results. In this scenario 1105 km2 of
marsh and swamp were converted to open water from 1988 to 2018 in Barataria,
changing the water/land ratio from 0.94 to 1.99 (Table 2.1). Brackish marsh
experienced the largest decline o f 498 km2, while only 5 km2 o f swamp were lost.
Differences between the losses of brackish marsh and swamp identify a trend in which
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Table 2.1. Summary o f scenario results performed in each basin. All scenarios were evaluated for a 30 year duration
from 1988 to 2018 and may be compared to initial conditions and the no action plan results. Due to forced drainage
and continued maintenance the amount o f upland and agricultural habitat remained constant throughout the period
of simulation.
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large portions o f the middle and lower basin converted to open water, while the upper
basin, dominated by swamp, remained relatively unchanged (Figure 2.3A). This trend
was due in part to higher elevations in the northern basin that affected water and
salinity exchanges between the upper and lower basin. In addition the loss o f swamp
in these environments is a long-term process primarily associated with the lack o f tree
recruitment. Without proper conditions for seed germination and maturation, swamp
will convert to open water habitat, although individual trees may survive for a century
or more (Mitsch and Gosselink 1993). Therefore swamp disappeared slowly relative
to other habitats throughout all simulations.
In Terrebonne the water to land ratio increased from 0.62 to 1.51 as 1204 km2
of land were converted to open water in the NAP (Table 2.1). Prominent features of
this conversion were a large loss o f fresh marsh in the northwestern portion o f the
basin and fragmentation of brackish and salt marshes in the southern basin (Figure
2.3B). In contrast to the NAP for Barataria, fresh marsh habitat experienced the
largest loss (660 km2, Table 2.1).
2.3.2 River Diversion: Barataria Basin
Manipulations that were implemented to the model to perform each
management scenario are described in Table 2.1. The introduction of freshwater and
associated sediments due to the river diversion reduced land loss by 113 km2 over the
30 year simulation compared to the NAP (Table 2.1). The preservation o f fresh
marsh, concentrated to the north and west o f Lake Salvador (Figure 2.4A), was largely
responsible for this difference as fresh marsh loss was reduced from 359 km2 in the
NAP to 252 km2. Quantitative changes in other habitats were similar to those
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Figure 2.3. (A) Location of cells that were converted from marsh to open water
during the 30 year NAP in Barataria (A) and Terrebonne (B) from 1988 to 2018.
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Figure 2.4. (A) Location of cells that were preserved as fresh and brackish marsh as a result of
imposing the river diversion scenario in Barataria. In the NAP these cells converted to open
water. The greatest concentrations of preserved marsh was northwest of Lake Salvador. (B)
Elevation differences in the year 2018 as a result of comparing the river diversion to the NAP
scenario in Barataria.

produced by the NAP (Table 2.1). Differences in land elevation in the year 2018 were
also compared between the NAP and river diversion plan. The resultant map (Figure
•y

i

2.4B) identified 457 km“ and 238 km“ that experienced gains and losses o f at least 1.0
cm, respectively. The highest concentration of elevation gains were located to the
north and west o f Lake Salvador, coinciding with the area o f fresh marsh preservation.
The far-reaching and sometimes negative effects upon elevation throughout the basin
demonstrate that while the main impacts o f a plan may be concentrated in one area,
minor impacts may be widespread, and may partially offset the concentrated impacts.
2.3.3 Levee Construction: Barataria Basin
This scenario increased the amount of open water at the expense of fresh and
brackish marsh habitats. Compared to the NAP, fresh marsh lost an additional 110
km2, brackish marsh loss increased by 10 km2, and 88 km2 o f open water were gained
(Table 2 .1, Figure 2.5 A). Gains o f open water were reduced by the preservation of 35
“7

km“ of salt marsh habitat. The 1 km~ cells within the 100 km“ cells in which the
Manning coefficients were increased to represent the levee, were characterized by a
concentration o f additional land loss compared to the NAP. Increased flood duration
north of the levee was also an impact o f the project (Figure 2.5B). The largest increase
in daily inundation took place northwest of Lake Salvador and contributed to increased
conversion from marsh to open water.
2.3.4 Hydraulic Retention: Terrebonne Basin
This scenario affected habitat distribution near the landscape modifications
(Figure 2.6), and in adjacent areas. After 30 years, 42 km2 more fresh marsh and 33
km2 less brackish marsh existed compared to the NAP, resulting in a modest decline of
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Figure 2.5. (A) Location of cells that were converted to open water as a result of the levee construction
scenario in Barataria. These cells remained marsh in the NAP. (B) As a result of levee construction in
Barataria the daily flooding increased within the basin. A comparison of average daily flooding for the
year 2010 from the levee construction scenario versus the NAP is presented. The levee restricted north
to south flow, and consequently, locations of increased flooding duration were concentrated to the north
of the proposed structure.
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Figure 2.6. Location o f 100 km^ hydrodynamic cells that were modified during
scenarios of Terrebonne. In the cross-hatched cells the Mannings coefficients
were multiplied by three to simulate the hydraulic retention scenario. Manning
coefficients were multiplied by nine in the shaded cells to simulate levee
construction.
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the water/land ratio from 1.51 (NAP) to 1.50 (Table 2.1). This was due to freshening
of the western basin and increased sedimentation resulting in conversion o f open water
and brackish marsh to fresh marsh (Figure 2.7A). There were decreases in daily
salinity for 2018 as a result of the project (Figure 2.7B). The greatest declines
occurred in the southwest portion o f the basin, and were apparent throughout the
western portion o f the basin. The Turtle Bayou location was characterized by an
increase in elevation of approximately 2 cm over the 30 year simulation (Figure 2.8).
Greater elevation due to augmented sedimentation rates following increased retention
times resulted in the preservation of fresh marsh cells surrounding this location (Figure
2.7A).
2.3.5 Levee Construction: Terrebonne Basin
In comparison with the NAP, there was an increase in open water coverage of
73 km2, and a decrease of brackish marsh by 99 km2 due to this plan (Table 2.1).
These losses were centered around the location of the proposed structure and a
substantial amount were located within the amended 100 km2 hydrodynamic cells
(Figure 2.9). The model indicated that concurrent with reduced tidal energy, the new
levee increased inundation on each side o f the levee and salinity to the south. These
trends were exemplified by gains of fresh marsh (12 km2) and salt marsh (13 km2) due
largely to brackish marsh conversion.
The cause of hydraulic changes and subsequent habitat change was uncertain as
a result o f being located within hydrodynamic cells in which Mannings values were
increased. While levees may actually lead to increased flooding, greater Manning
coefficients slowed water movement across the cell and exacerbated inundation. The
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Figure 2.7. (A) Location of cells that were converted to fresh marsh and open water as a result of imposing the
hydraulic retention scenario in Terrebonne. In the NAP these cells were classified as open water and brackish
marsh. Further interior brackish marsh cells were converted to open water as sediment reaching these locals
was decreased. Elevation time series (X) analyzed for this scenario were located at Turtle Bayou. (B) Salinity
differences in the year 2018 as a result of comparing the hydraulic retention and the NAP scenarios in
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Figure 2.8. A comparison o f marsh elevation (cm) through time illustrated effects
of the hydraulic retention scenario in Terrebonne at the Turtle Bayou time series
location. The increased residence time o f the water in this region allowed greater
settling o f suspended sediment. Increases in elevation of greater than 1.0 cm were
first apparent in 1999 and continued throughout the scenario. The timescale for
the two graphs was slightly offset to highlight elevation differences.
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91 km2

Brackish marsh to open water

Figure 2.9. Location of cells that were converted to open water as a result of
levee construction in Terrebonne. These cells remained brackish marsh during
the NAP. When compared with the location of the levee (Figure 13) is was
apparent that a large proportion of the habitat change took place in 1 km2 cells
within the altered 100 km2 hydrodynamic cells.
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substantial amount o f habitat change that took place near and within the affected
hydrodynamic cells (Figure 2.9) led to questions concerning the validity o f the
approach used to represent levees and undermined the results of scenarios involving
levees. Therefore, we believe that model refinements, as well as additional field
studies, are necessary to resolve this question.
2.4 Discussion
2.4.1 Continued Land Loss
Due to their stage of deterioration in the delta cycle and depth to Holocene
layer (Roberts et al. 1994), the Barataria and Terrebonne basins exhibit the highest
rates of RSLR throughout the Mississippi Delta (Penland and Ramsey 1990), making
the marshes especially vulnerable to submergence. Based on the results o f the NAP,
and demonstrated to different degrees by the management scenarios, land loss in these
basins will continue and management, regardless o f the plan selected, may serve only
to slow the rates. Contrasted to the NAP the largest reduction o f land loss over the 30
year period was 113 km2 for the river diversion (Table 2.1). Compared to losses
greater than 1100 km2 for each basin over the 30 years (NAP), it is apparent that
management plans can at best reduce the rates of land loss. During the last half
century anthropogenic factors such as canals, spoil banks, impoundments, and levees
have accounted for a significant portion of land loss (Turner 1997, Deegan et al. 1984).
However, during these times, and over the past 10,000 years, RSLR has played a
dominant role in converting land to open water during the destructional phase o f delta
basins (Coleman et al. 1998), and will continue to do so in the future.
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2.4.2 Evaluation of Management Scenarios
O f the four projects evaluated, the greatest gains with regards to land loss were
produced by the river diversion in Barataria. In deltaic regions experiencing subsidence
and eustatic sea-level rise marshes may maintain relative elevation if an ample supply
o f riverine sediment is distributed across the marsh surface (Reed et al. 1997, Day and
Templet 1989). The delivered minerals and nutrients stimulate organic production,
which through organic soil formation combines with the riverine sediments to build
elevation (Delaune et al. 1983). As elevation is built a positive feedback cycle is
established and the period of daily inundation decreases, which allows the vegetation
to sustain higher rates of productivity (Nyman et al. 1993). Flood control levees,
which characterize the Mississippi Delta, eliminate overbank and crevasse flooding and
the input o f riverine sediment to deltaic marshes (Mossa 1996). River diversions are
an attempt to restore natural delta cycle processes with controlled introductions o f
water and sediments.
The gains in elevation, and the area o f preserved marsh demonstrate that river
diversions are a management alternative which can slow the rates o f land loss in
abandoned delta basins. The difference in elevation between the NAP and the river
diversion in 2018 (Figure 2.4B) illustrated the contribution of the river diversion to
elevation gains within the basin. Reduced rates o f marsh loss and elevation gains have
been a hypothesized effect of river diversions (Day et al. 1997, Templet and MeyerArendt 1988). The model identified specific areas where these processes are likely to
occur within the Barataria basin.
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Hydraulic retention in the Terrebonne basin also resulted in a reduction o f land
loss compared to the NAP (Table 2.1). This plan was successful in preserving fresh
marsh habitat in northwestern Terrebonne. This was accomplished by reductions in
salinity and enhanced sedimentation resulting in increased marsh elevation. The
minimal net effect on the water/land ratio was the result o f an increased conversion of
brackish marsh to open water. The trade-off between gains in fresh marsh and losses
o f brackish marsh demonstrated the model’s ability to predict spatially removed
effects o f management plans. The hydraulic retention led to increased sedimentation
and elevation gains in the area o f fresh marsh preservation. Unlike the river diversion
in Barataria, the amount o f freshwater and sediments entering Terrebonne was
conserved, and gains of sedimentation in one area lead to losses in other areas of the
basin. Subsequently, decreased amounts o f sediment reached the interior brackish
marshes. The impact of sediment alterations upon brackish marsh exemplified the
importance o f considering basin-wide and indirect impacts when evaluating
management plans. Management plans should not be evaluated in spatial and temporal
isolation by focusing on short-term impacts in the immediately affected areas. While
the gains in marsh area in the immediate area would be expected, the coincidental, more
distant loss o f brackish marshes would likely be unforeseen. As demonstrated here,
spatial models are a tool with the ability to evaluate management plans across space
and time.
Simulations of levee plans predicted increased conversion from marsh habitats
to open water and changes in the flooding regime of areas near the levee structures.
These results are in agreement with smaller scale analyses o f linear structures upon
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adjacent marshes (Bass and Turner 1997; Cahoon and Turner 1989). However, the
limitations o f the model addressed in the next section precluded the formation of
management conclusions for the levee scenarios.
2.4.3 Limitations of Model
Substantial habitat conversions in hydrodynamic cells with increased Mannings
values underscored limitations imposed by the model structure. The scale o f the
hydrodynamic module coupled with manipulations of the Manning coefficients lead to
ambiguous conclusions concerning the levee plans. At the resolution o f 100 km2 it was
not possible to represent the levees as increases in elevation due to effects upon
habitats occupying these areas. Increasing Manning coefficients was used to represent
alterations o f water flow due to the levees. This resulted in the Manning coefficients
being increased by a factor of 9.0 throughout each 100 km2 cell the levee occupied.
While the levee structure may have, in actuality, directly impacted only 20 km2 of
marsh habitat within a 100 km2 cell, increasing Manning coefficients had the effect of
directly altering the hydrology of the entire 100 km2 area.
A considerable amount of habitat conversion occurred within and adjacent to
cells in which the Manning coefficients were increased. Increased Mannings values
slowed water movement in affected cells and increased flooding. It was impossible to
differentiate between habitat conversion resulting from genuine landscape dynamics
and conversions resulting from increased Manning coefficients.
The 100 km2 resolution o f the hydrodynamic module limited the validity of
model predictions of changes that result from relatively small wetland protection
projects. Most restoration projects that have been authorized in coastal Louisiana to
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date are projected to affect areas smaller than a single cell o f the hydrodynamic module.
Other processes, features, or factors that are generally acknowledged to affect habitat
change and wetland loss, but were not part of the model include navigation channels,
pipeline canals, marsh impoundments, nutria herbivory, nutrients, and wave erosion
(D ayetal. 1997). The resolution of the hydrodynamic module assumed that these
factors act at the local levels as additional stimulants or stressors that modify regional
response to subsidence and sediment deprivation. Reducing the scale of the
hydrodynamic module to 1 km2 is one of the most important potential improvements
to the model. This would match hydrodynamic and ecological scales, eliminating
interpolation and averaging, and permit a more conclusive analysis of landscape
features such as levees.
Because the model was designed for deteriorating delta basins, land loss was the
primary process of concern. Land formation through the deposition of sediments into
open water, typical of aggrading delta basins was not included. The model only
simulated the preservation o f existing land cells and conversions to other habitats,
including open water. While it is important and easier to maintain existing marsh as
opposed to creating new marsh habitat (Templet and Meyer-Arendt 1988), we believe
that this limitation resulted in a conservative estimate for the potential of the river
diversion to reduce deltaic land loss.
2.4.4 Model Resolution
The model was designed for application at the regional scale, and based on
comparisons with historic maps during calibration runs, accurately simulates
ecosystem dynamics at this resolution (Reyes et al. 1999). However, the model can
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not be expected to identify the exact location o f individual 1 km2 cells undergoing
habitat change. Rather, the power of the model is in predicting large scale temporal and
spatial patterns, such as groups of cells experiencing conversion and the general
locations of effects o f each project. For instance, we are confidant of widespread
marsh preservation north and west o f Lake Salvador resulting from the river diversion
(Figure 2.4A). However, the model had limited ability to predict which individual cells
would experience this change. Spatial accuracy at small scales was sacrificed so the
model could simulate basin-wide effects o f plans over a 30 year time period.
2.5 Conclusions
Simulations o f the river diversion in Barataria basin and hydraulic retention
within the Terrebonne basin were effective in evaluating these alternatives with regards
to habitat change. The river diversion increased land elevations within the basin and
preserved a large area (113 km2) of marsh from conversion to open water. By
attempting to restore natural deltaic functions river diversions are alternatives that can
slow the rate o f land loss in abandoned delta basins. Hydraulic retention in Terrebonne
reduced salinity and increased elevations within the project area. Gains in fresh marsh
near the project area were offset by more distant losses o f brackish marsh, resulting in
only modest reductions of land loss. Increasing Manning coefficients in 100 km2
hydrodynamic cells was a questionable approach to simulating linear levees in the
basins (Kadlec 1990) and illustrated limitations o f the model and produced ambiguous
results. Consequently, the conversion o f habitats within hydrodynamic cells with
increased Manning coefficients could not be differentiated between those due to actual
landscape dynamics and those which were an artifact o f the modeling approach.
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Limitations were conveyed to management personnel along with strengths o f the
model, resulting in a thorough understanding of the model’s functioning: an essential
requirement for the model to be used as an effective management tool. By
mechanistically simulating process dynamics over large spatial and temporal scales the
model identified cumulative interactions resulting from management plans.
At its present scale the model is a tool capable of predicting landscape
responses to certain regional management plans. Future work will include reducing the
spatial resolution o f the hydrodynamic module and the incorporation o f a land building
algorithm. These modifications will allow simulation of smaller hydraulic
modifications, an improved representation o f levee plans, and application o f the model
in aggrading delta lobes.
Simulations of each basin without modifications, referred to as the No Action
Plan, exhibited continued land loss totaling over 1100 km2 for each basin during the 30
year period. Such losses exemplify the dominant role of relative sea-level rise in
abandoned delta lobes, and demonstrate that regardless of the option selected,
management plans can only serve to retard land loss rates in these basins. Plans that
have the greatest potential in this respect must directly counteract losses o f elevation,
such as river diversions.
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CHAPTER 3. SIMULATING THE EVOLUTION OF A PROGRADING DELTAIC
ESTUARY: THE MISSISSIPPI DELTAS MODEL (MDM)
3.1 Introduction
Deltaic plains of large rivers belong to the most variable environments on earth
(Coleman et al. 1998, Day et al. 1997, Bird 1985, Wright 1985). Occurring
simultaneously within one delta complex are areas of river discharge, where land is
built, and areas of riverine abandonment with land deterioration and reemergence of
open water (Roberts 1997). Deterioration predominates in wetlands o f the Mississippi
delta which are largely isolated from the river by levees. Over the last half century
some o f the highest rates of land loss on earth have taken place in the Mississippi
Delta (Mitsch and Gosselink 1986). Yet within this rapidly eroding region, the
Atchafalaya and Wax Lake deltas are growing significantly and the marshes of the
surrounding bays are experiencing growth and stability (Figure 1.2) (Roberts 1997,
Cahoon et al. 1995, Shaffer et al 1992, Madden et al. 1988). This growth is driven by
freshwater and sediment delivered by the Atchafalaya River, a distributary of the
Mississippi. This chapter uses a spatial landscape model that integrates physical and
biological processes to examine how variations o f these natural material inputs
combined with different management approaches can affect habitat distribution in the
Atchafalaya and Wax Lake deltas and surrounding bays. The Mississippi Deltas
Model (MDM) incorporates hydrological, geological, and meteorological forces
across a spatial grid to simulate ecosystem dynamics for 70 year periods over 9,000
km2 o f swamps, marshes and open water extending from the western Terrebonne
marshes to Freshwater Bayou (Figure 1.2). The main objective o f this chapter is to
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utilize the MDM to test the hypothesis that marsh coverage can be maximized by
optimizing the contribution o f natural riverine inputs. Simulations in which the
distribution of marsh coverage changed due to management options and variations of
natural inputs fulfilled this objective.
Discharge from the Mississippi to the Atchafalaya River steadily increased
during the 1900’s until it was stabilized in 1963 with a control structure that regulates
flow down the Atchafalaya to about 30% of the Mississippi flow (plus an added
contribution from the Red River) (Roberts 1997). With the increasing and now
constant riverine input, delta building has progressed from lacustrine delta formation;
the filling of backwater swamps and lakes with sediments (Coleman 1966), to the
formation of bayhead deltas; the progradation of land into open bays (Roberts 1997).
In 1942, the Wax Lake Outlet was dredged, creating a second distributary channel for
the Atchafalaya River (Figure 1.2). Both the Atchafalaya and Wax Lake deltas
emerged in the 1970’s (Van Heerden and Roberts 1980). Ecological processes play a
prominent role in the formation of these deltas and dynamics o f the surrounding
marshes. Marsh colonization o f deltaic lands occurs rapidly (Johnson et al. 1985,
Shaffer et al. 1992, Allison 1996), and results in greater elevation gains, due to the
growth o f underground biomass (Nyman et al. 1993, Hatton et al. 1983). Marsh
communities in the delta and adjacent wetlands have shifted in composition due to
changes in marsh elevation and salinity (Shaffer et al. 1992, Rejmanek et al. 1987,
Johnson et al. 1985). Marshes in the surrounding bays have shifted towards
freshwater communities (Day et al. 1995, Madden 1988). Meteorological influences,
such as changes in the wind field can affect sediment distribution and marsh
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colonization within this region (Perez et al. 2000). The marine and geologic processes
affecting the system are tides, which influence currents, and relative sea-level rise
(RSLR), which reduces land elevations relative to water levels. By incorporating
allochthonous forces and autochthonous ecological interactions the MDM simulated
ecosystem evolution across this area.
When the interaction o f multiple factors must be considered for several
decades and across spatial scales o f thousands o f square kilometers, tools which
account for these phenomena are needed. The assumptions inherent in applying small
scale results to landscape dynamics are vulnerable to many limitations. The
assumptions can oversimplify systems by disregarding temporal lags and feedbacks,
and isolating systems from their surroundings (Costanza and Ruth 1998). Spatial
models integrate ecosystem processes and relationships across spatial and temporal
scales, and test assumptions by activating the mechanisms o f each process and
relationship at each time step, throughout the entire landscape (Martin et al. 2000).
Models o f this type (Reyes et al. 2000, White 1999, Martin and Reddy 1997, Costanza
et al 1990) utilize a grid o f landscape cells, each containing a unit ecosystem model
(Fitz et al. 1996), that are connected via fluxes o f water, salt, sediments, and other
materials transported across a landscape (Sklar 1985). In the coastal setting of the
MDM, edaphic and vegetative processes were simulated within each cell with a unit
model (Figure 1.5), while sediment, salt and water were transported across each cell
with a hydrodynamic module. Changes in state variables, such as salinity, flooding
duration, and vegetative biomass, can then be monitored to indicate changes in
ecosystem structure, in this case shifrs in coastal habitats (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1. Similar to previous landscape models (Reyes et al. 2000) the MDM passed
information between modules operating at different time steps. The ecological module
responded to daily salinity and flooding averages from the hydrodynamic module.
The soil module accumulated inputs from the ecological module to calculate annual
changes in elevation. Possible habitat change took place each year as salinity and
vegetative biomass crossed thresholds. The hydrodynamic routine responded to
changes in elevation and habitat dependent Mannings coefficients. In this version o f
the MDM the Mannings coefficients did not change during the simulations. Unlike
the BTELSS all modules had a 1 km^ spatial resolution.
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This chapter demonstrates how spatial models can be used to understand
ecosystem functioning and evaluate management plans. Simulations examined the
effects o f eliminating, reducing, or increasing the natural material inputs to all, or
portions, o f this deltaic-estuarine system. Habitat distribution was then compared
across the scenarios to test the hypothesis that marsh coverage can be maximized by
optimizing the contribution of natural material inputs. A No Action Plan (NAP)
scenario simulated the status quo into the future and was used as a baseline
comparison for simulations of management options and altered natural inputs.
Variations o f natural inputs were tested with scenarios in which the flow o f the
Atchafalaya river and Wax Lake Outlet and the sediment concentration o f these
channels was doubled or halved. Predicting habitat alterations due to variations of
discharge and sediment can help answer the following questions. What will be the
effect of upstream dam construction or removal upon the marsh coverage o f a delta?
What would the Mississippi Delta look like today if discharge and sediments had not
been historically reduced?
Additionally, the MDM was used to evaluate flood management plans o f the
lower Atchafalaya river with regards to habitat change. These management
simulations tested the effect of altering natural material flows within the system and
provided further evidence to test the hypothesis that marsh coverage can be
maximized by optimizing the contribution o f natural riverine inputs. In two scenarios
flow was redistributed between the Atchafalaya river and Wax Lake Outlet to lower
water elevations in Morgan City (Figure 1.2). A proposed control structure, north of
the study, area would regulate the flow to each of these channels. Another scenario
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evaluated the construction o f a 20 km long jetty extending from Pointe Chrevreuil
towards Marsh Island. This proposal seeks to reduce freshwater entering West Cote
Blanche and Vermilion Bays using a jetty that would reduce the riverine inputs
reaching these western bays. To test the effect of totally eliminating river inputs to
these areas a more drastic simulation was performed. In this scenario a jetty was
extended from Marsh Island to the mainland and the connection between the Wax
Lake Outlet and Gulf Intracoastal Waterway was eliminated. To support the
hypothesis marshes to the west o f this structure should have less marsh coverage than
in the NAP scenario.
3.1.1. Study Area
With the exception o f the eastern side, the model boundary followed natural
hydrologic barriers (Figure 1.2). The western boundary followed Freshwater Bayou
north to the Vermilion River. The Vermilion River was then followed to its
intersection with US 90. The northern boundary followed US 90 to the eastern
boundary of 91 ’00” longitude. The eastern and western boundaries extended south to
an east-west line that was located 9 kilometers offshore o f Pointe au Fer that formed
the southern boundary. The water bodies of the system are a series o f bays that are
connected with channels that divide the mainland from islands. Freshwater discharges
are another important component o f the system. By far the most dominant freshwater
discharges into the system are the Atchafalaya River and Wax Lake Outlet.
Approximately 30% of the total flow o f the Mississippi River is directed toward these
distributaries at the Old River control structure. Together they discharge an average
annual flow o f 6500 m3/sec, and 2.2 E8 kg/yr of sediment (Roberts 1997). Lesser
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freshwater discharges to the bays include the ‘Jaws’, flows into northern Vermilion
Bay via the GIWW, and the Vermilion River (Figure 1.2). No flow was simulated
within Freshwater Bayou because it was modeled as a boundary, not as a channel.
The five bays contained within the MDM encompass over 1500 km2, and form
the Atchafalaya-Vermilion Bay system, Louisiana’s largest estuary (Walker and
Hammack In Press) (Figure 1.2). These include Fourleague Bay, Atchafalaya Bay,
East Cote Blanche Bay, West Cote Blanche Bay, and Vermilion Bay. These water
bodies experience wide seasonal ranges o f salinity and sediment concentration that
correspond to flows o f the Atchafalaya River (Perez et al. 2000, Madden et al. 1988).
Because o f their shallow depths (mean depth is 1.5m) and mixing due to riverine and
wind energies the bays are well-mixed (Madden et al. 1988). Riverine flow controls
the circulation o f the system during high river flow. During periods o f low river flow,
typically the fall and winter, tidal changes drive circulation (Madden et al.
1988).While these influences control long-term circulation, day-to-day water
movement and sediment concentration are closely associated with changes in the wind
field (Booth et al. In Press, Walker 1996, Madden et al. 1988). These bays typify river
dominated deltas because marine forces such as waves, tides, and currents are
relatively weak (Roberts 1997). The average tidal range for the MDM study area is
0.35m (Perez et al. 2000).
Three important passes provide connectivity between the bays and the G ulf of
Mexico. Southwest pass divides the mainland and Marsh Island, and allows flow
between Vermilion Bay and the Gulf. Oyster Bayou separates Pointe au Fer from the
mainland and connects Fourleague Bay and the Gulf. These two narrow channels are
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characterized by high rates o f flow with velocities reaching 2m/sec and much greater
depths than the surrounding bays (Perez et al. 2000). The connection between East
and West Cote Blanche Bays is another important pathway o f circulation. This path
allows riverine inputs such as freshwater, sediments, and nutrients to reach West Cote
Blanche and Vermilion Bays. The importance of this connection to the health of
marshes around Vermilion Bay is tested with the two jetty simulations.
Supporting the assessment o f Madden et al. (1988) that prograding deltaic
ecosystems experience rapid changes, the study area has undergone substantial
landscape level changes during recent decades. Over the last half century salinity
levels have decreased (Madden 1988) and the coverage of fresh marsh has grown at
the expense of salt and brackish marsh (Shaffer et al. 1992). Over the same period the
extensive marshes surrounding the bay system have changed from a trend of decline to
a regime o f stability and growth (Penland and Ramsey 1990, Britsch and Dunbar
1993). In contrast to the whole o f the Mississippi deltaic plain that is renown for land
loss, this area is characterized by land gain and stability due to inputs from the
Atchafalaya River and Wax Lake Outlet (Madden et al. 1988, Roberts 1997). The
most prominent geomorphic change has been the emergence and growth of the
Atchafalaya and Wax Lake Deltas (Figure 1.2).
In 1972 the Atchafalaya and Wax Lake deltas began to prograde above mean
water levels (Roberts et al. 1980) and through 1990 each had subaerial coverages near
30 km2 (Roberts and van Heerden 1992). During seasonally high river flows the mean
water elevation surrounding the deltas and sediment concentrations are increased
(Perez et al. 2000). This allows sediments to deposit on the delta surface and build
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elevation above the mean water level (Roberts 1997). This process occurs rapidly and
most dramatically during years with especially large river floods, such as 1973
(Roberts et al. 1980). Meteorological events can also create inundation o f delta areas,
allowing sedimentation and elevation gains to take place (Perez et al. 2000). The
colonization of vegetation rapidly follows adequate mineral deposition (Shaffer et al.
1992, Allison 1996). Following colonization belowground biomass can further
augment elevations (Nyman et al. 1993, Hatton et al. 1983). To simulate these
processes modules capable of sediment resuspension and deposition, and vegetation
colonization had to be incorporated into the MDM. The end result of integrating these
routines with preexisting elevation and productivity routines resulted in a model
capable of simulating active delta growth into open water.
3.2 Model Description
The MDM is the latest and most advanced in a series of landscape simulation
models developed for the Mississippi Delta over the past 20 years. Sklar (1985) and
later Costanza et al. (1990) developed spatial landscape models of the Terrebonne
basin to analyze regional effects of management practices. The Barataria-Terrebonne
Landscape Simulation Model (BTELSS) improved upon their methodologies and was
utilized to test the effects of management plans (Martin et al. 2000) and long-term
climate variability (Reyes et al. In Press) in deteriorating areas o f the Mississippi
Delta. Because o f limitations in the BTELSS (Martin et al. 2000), substantial
advances were incorporated in the MDM. These advances include a higher resolution
hydrodynamic routine, a mass-balance sediment module, and a marsh colonization
algorithm. The ability o f the MDM to simulate the progradation o f deltas and
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explicitly represent river channels and jetties underscores the importance o f the
advancements. Besides the noted differences between the MDM and the BTELSS
(Reyes et al. In Press) these models utilize the same methodology.
The landscape was first partitioned into a grid o f 1 km2 cells that were
categorized as one o f six habitat types (swamp, fresh marsh, brackish marsh, salt
marsh, open water, and upland/agricultural-Figure 3.2) based on remotely sensed
United States Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) maps. Within each 1 km2 cell, a unit
model simulates processes such as above and below ground productivity, mortality,
decomposition, and soil building (Figure 1.5). Materials are exchanged with
surrounding cells as a function o f water flow simulated with a hydrodynamic module
(Figure 3.1 contains an overview o f the MDM operation). Habitat change occurs as
vegetative production, salinity, and flooding duration within each cell cross thresholds.
All processes, ecological and hydrodynamic, are modeled at a 1 km2 resolution.
Ecological processes have daily iterations, while the hydrodynamic module distributes
salt, sediment, and water at variable temporal scales ranging from 10 to 1200 seconds.
Daily averages from the hydrodynamic module are input to the ecological routines.
3.2.1. Hvdrodvnamic Module
To resolve problems due to the course resolution o f the BTELSS
hydrodynamic module (Martin et al. 2000), a new hydrodynamic module was
developed by Vibhas Aravamuthan that operated with 1 km2 grid cells and variable
time steps. Incorporating this module into the MDM was a significant improvement
from the BTELSS, allowing simulation of smaller scale features like jetties and
eliminating spatial interpolation between different spatial scales of the hydrodynamic
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and ecological routines. This hydrodynamic routine invoked the continuity equation
to account for changes in volume, and calculated changes in horizontal momentum
based upon friction, gravity, and wind stress. In the hydrodynamic module local
acceleration and the Coriolis force were assumed to be negligible, and uniform flow
was assumed.
To allow a more accurate representation o f flow confined to channels, Hassan
Mashriqui and I designed a new treatment o f channels within the MDM. In the
BTELSS channels could not be represented because o f the course hydrodynamic scale
(100 km2). The I km2 scale o f the MDM hydrodynamic routine allowed channels to
be explicitly included in the model. Because most channels within the study area do
not have a width o f 1 km their depths were modified to simulate the correct quantity o f
flow. Hassan Mashriqui and I manipulated depth and Mannings coefficients to create
1 km wide channels that behave in the same way as much narrower channels, with
respect to conveyance and overbank flooding. Channels within the MDM receiving
this treatment are identified in Figure 3.2.
3.2.2. Sediment Module
Active delta growth in the MDM study area necessitated simulating changes
from water to land habitats to accurately portray landscape changes. The
incorporation of new sediment and marsh colonization routines made the MDM
capable o f simulating active delta growth into open water. The sediment module was
developed by Dr. G. Paul Kemp, while I created the marsh colonization routine.
Processes that determine the movement of sediments in deltaic and estuarine
environments occur across a range of temporal and spatial scales. Major deltaic
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depocenters switch every thousand years (Roberts 1997) while wave induced
suspension occurs in seconds. The MDM landscape model simulates processes at 1 to
20 minute intervals for multiple decades. To develop a module that efficiently and
accurately simulated sediment dynamics at this scale, geologic processes were
included as boundary conditions, and processes occurring at smaller time scales were
mechanistically related to processes operating at the time and spatial scales o f interest.
Geologic factors, included in the MDM as forcing functions, were those
identified by Morgan (1970). He described four basic geologic factors regulating
deltaic depositional processes: (1) river regime; (2) coastal processes; (3) sea level
dynamics; and (4) climatic factors. Changes in river regime were accounted for with
daily sediment concentrations and river flow for the Atchafalaya and Wax Lake
channels. Compared to other deltas, coastal processes play a relatively minor role in
the formation o f the Mississippi Delta (Roberts 1997). Changes in tidal height were
included as a boundary condition in the Gulf o f Mexico boundary o f the MDM. The
Mississippi delta is characterized by subsidence which results in the loss o f land
elevation relative to water levels (Roberts 1997). This process was included in the
MDM as a constant forcing function of 0.S cm/yr across all land habitats within the
study area. Climatic forcing functions included hourly wind speed and direction, daily
temperature, and daily rainfall. These climatic variables influenced the productivity of
marshes, which, due to higher Mannings values compared to open water cells, were
more efficient in trapping sediments then open water areas.
At smaller scales the processes related to delta formation include resuspension,
deposition, and transport of sediments. The shear stress approach (Yang 1996) can
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determine if conditions for sediment resuspension exist. The critical shear stress
exerted on deposited sediments by the overlying fluid is a function o f properties o f the
sediments and fluid, above which sediment resuspension will take place. Many
factors have been shown to affect the critical shear stress including the specific
weights o f the sediment and fluid, particle diameter, particle shape, particle density,
particle cohesion, water velocity, and the viscosity o f the fluid (Yang 1996, Simons
and Senturk 1992). The settling o f particles out o f the suspended phase is related to
their fall velocity. The fall velocity is dependent upon particle characteristics such as
size, shape, and surface roughness and fluid characteristics such as specific gravity
and viscosity. To explicitly simulate deposition and resuspension at the scale o f
individual particles requires a spatial scale of a few tens o f particle diameters and
accompanying temporal scale o f seconds.
Because engineering and oceanographic models often operate at much greater
temporal and spatial scales, empirical relationships relating sediment resuspension to
water velocity have been developed (Mehrota 1983, Vavoni 1977). Such relationships
are based on the fact that the water velocity is directly responsible for initiating
sediment movement (Yang 1996). The application o f this approach results in critical
velocities above which resuspension will take place for a given particle size (Vanoni
1977). For the MDM, an empirical relationship was developed based on work by
Booth et al. (In Press) that related sediment resuspension to wind speed. Booth et al.
used remotely sensed images and wind speed records to calibrate and validate a
relationship between reflectance and resuspension potential in two shallow estuarine
systems o f the Mississippi Delta This relationship is supported by studies
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demonstrating that changes in wind speed and directions are responsible for most of
the sediment concentration changes within the shallow bay systems o f the Mississippi
delta. While seasonal fluctuations in river flow explain seasonal changes in sediment
concentrations (Perez et al. 2000, Madden et al. 1988), changes in the wind field are
closely associated with day-to-day sediment concentrations and movement (Walker
1996, Madden 1988). Perez et al. (2000) and Walker and Hammack (In Press)
demonstrated the resuspension o f sediments due to high winds and deposition
following periods o f low wind within Fourleague, Atchafalaya, and Cote Blanche
Bays.
The algorithm developed by Booth et al. (In Press) first calculates a critical
wave period based on water depth, d (Equation 3.1, Coastal Engineering Research
Center 1984.). When the water depth is less than one half of the wavelength, the wave
motion reaches the bottom transferring energy to the bottom sediments, leading to
resuspension. Because the wavelength is directly related to the wave period, the
potential for resuspension can be related to the wave period. Equation 3.2 (Coastal
Engineering Research Center 1984) calculates the wave period, T, from the wind
velocity, U, and fetch, F. If equation 3.2 is solved for velocity, equation 3.3 results
(Booth et al. In Press). After calculating the critical wave period for each cell of the
MDM, equation 3.3 was used to calculate the critical wind speed needed for
resuspension (Booth et al. In Press). The critical wind speed is related to the critical
wave period, Tc, and the fetch, F. The fetch from eight directions
(N,NE,E,SE,S,SW,W,NW) was calculated for each open water cell at yearly intervals
to account for changes due to shifting land and water cells. The resuspension potential
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was the difference between the actual wind speed and the critical wind speed. If the
actual wind speed is less than the critical wind speed, deposition occurs, otherwise
resuspension takes place. This follows previous sediment models in which
simultaneous deposition and resuspension could not occur (Odd and Owen 1972). An
additional stipulation of deposition was that water velocities above 0.33 m/sec were
assumed to prohibit deposition (Yang 1996). Following other estuarine sediment
models, sediment in suspension was transported with the same velocity and direction
as the water flow.
Tc = (4 n d /g )U2

(3.1)

g T /U = 0.2857(gF/i/2)'/3

(3.2)

(/r =[l.2(4127(rr3/F ))° 813]

(3.3)

coney = {l - e~Rri2O}900

(3.4)

When resuspension occurs, there is a rate o f material transfer from the settled
storage to the water column. This injection rate was determined in three steps. First a
theoretical maximum sediment concentration for a 24 hour period was determined for
each resuspension potential. A logistic curve was extrapolated using data from Booth
et al. (In Press) (Figure 3.3). Four points were taken from this extended curve and
plotted with resuspension potential on the X axis and 24 hour suspended sediment
concentration on the Y axis (Figure 3.4). The percent reflectance from Booth et al. (In
Press) (Figure 3.3) was multiplied by 100 to calculate the 24 hour suspended sediment
concentration in mg/L (Figure 3.4). The maximum concentration, 900 mg/L, was
selected based on field data collected from Fourleague Bay (Perez et al. 2000). The
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Figure 3.3. Data from Booth et al. (In Press) was extrapolated and assumed to
follow a logistic curve. The extrapolated curve is shown with a dashed line.
Intersections o f vertical lines at resuspension potentials o f 5, 10, 15, and 20
(m/sec) with the extrapolated curve were points used to construct the curve in
Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4. Four points were taken from the graph in Figure 3.3 and plotted
with resuspension potential and 24 hour suspended sediment concentration
(dashed line). The percent reflectance from Booth et al. (In Press) (Figure 3.3)
was multiplied by 100 to calculate the 24 hour suspended sediment
concentration within a range o f 0 to 600 mg/1. An exponential saturation curve
(solid line) was then fit to this data assuming a maximum 24 hour
concentration o f 900 mg/1 (Equation 3.4).
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equation o f this line (equation 3.4) was utilized in the model to calculate the
suspended sediment concentration, conc 2 4 , that would result from a given resuspension
potential, RP, existing for 24 hours.
The second step was to calculate the quantity of sediment to be injected into
the water column to attain the 24 hour sediment concentration. This was
accomplished by multiplying the 24 hour sediment concentration by the height of the
water column, hz. Because mg/l and g/m3 are unit equivalents no conversion was
needed to transfer the units to g/m2. In the final step the mass resuspended during the
actual time step was calculated by dividing by the number o f seconds in a 24 hour
period and multiplying by the time step in seconds, dt. Equation 3.5 incorporates steps
two and three to calculate the injection rate o f sediments into the water column in
g/m2, inj.
inj = [(coneM* hz)/S6400]dt

(3.5)

The mass o f sediment deposited was governed by the settling velocity,
sediment concentration, and height of the water column. Because the dominant
particle size remains silts and clays during both high and low river stages in the
Mississippi (Morgan 1970) a constant sediment size of 0.014 mm was utilized for the
MDM sediment module. This size is characteristic of fine silts (Rouse 1951). This
lead to the assumption of a constant settling velocity o f0.00033 m/sec, which matches
suggested settling velocities for 0.014 mm sized particles (Simons and Senturk 1992).
While a particle’s density, shape, and roundness also affect settling velocities (Dietrich
1982), at the time scale of decades, sediment size was assumed to account for all
variations. Greater sediment concentrations led to greater amounts o f settled material,
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while the height o f the water column provided a limit to the settling depth. The settled
depth for each time step was calculated as the product o f settling velocity and the time
step. The mass o f sediments in each cell were multiplied by the ratio of settled depth
divided by water height to calculate the mass o f deposited sediment. If the settled
depth was greater than the water height, all the sediments in the cell were deposited.
During a three-month period Perez et al. (2000) found suspended sediment
concentrations ranged from 11 to 1527 mg/1 in Fourleague Bay. Timeseries data from
locations 1 and 4 (Figure 3.5) for the NAP show that simulated concentrations fall
within this range (Figure 3.6). In the MDM sediment concentrations reached minimal
values of zero because all suspended matter was allowed to deposit. In reality, there is
a minimal background concentration of about 10 mg/1 (Perez et al. 2000).
Because the sediment module relies on key assumptions involving sediment
size and the equation relating resuspension potential and 24 hour concentration
(Equation 3.4), sensitivity analyses were carried out to test the effects of varying the
resuspension constants and sediment size. Table 3.1 compares resulting habitat totals
from these sensitivity simulations with the NAP results. The sensitivity analysis
shows the formation and sustenance of land cells and also habitat distribution to be
affected by alterations o f constants within the sediment module. The MDM is most
sensitive to changes o f the sediment size and the resuspension divisor (Table 3.1).
Doubling the sediment diameter to 0.028 mm increased the settling velocity
from 0.000325 m/sec to 0.0015 m/sec. The net effect o f this change was the gain o f
46 km2 o f land habitats. Decreasing the sediment size led to a greater dispersal o f
sediments. This greatly reduced the amount of fresh marsh by 274 km2 and resulted in
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Figure 3.5. Location of timeseries points 1,4, and 18 and location o f the jetty
alignment for Jetty I and Jetty II simulations. Timeseries locations 1 and 4
were both located in open water areas, while timeseries 18 was located in
brackish marsh on Marsh Island. In addtion to the construction o f the jetty in
the Jetty II simulation, the connnection between the Wax Lake Outlet and
GIWW was closed.
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Figure 3.6. Instantaneous sediment concentrations recorded daily are graphed for
two timeseries locations (Figure 3.5) for the NAP. The ranges o f simulated
concentrations agree with ranges reported by Perez et al. (2000).
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Table 3.1. Resulting habitat totals from the entire WBLM study area are presented for sensitivity simulations of the
sediment module. Totals from the 1988 USFWS map, from which all simulations were initiated, and the NAP simulation
are included for comparison. In the last column 'Total Land' was calculated by summing the four different marsh types and
swamp habitat.____________________________________________________________________________________
% Total Land Change

Habitat Types (km 2)

Open Water Compared t o NAP

Simulation

Fresh Marsh

Swamp

Intermediate Marsh

Brackish Marsh

Salt Marsh

1 9 8 8 USFWS
NAP

727
1414

461
460

219
298

674
159

76
54

6465
6237

2 .0 sediment size (0.028m m )

1419

464

313

163

72

6191

1 .93

0.5 sediment size (0.007m m )
2 .0 max sed. Cone. (1 8 0 0 m g/L)

1140
1408

469
470

321
261

228
215

92
71

6372
6197

-5 .6 6
1 .6 8

0 .5 max sed . Cone. (4 5 0 mg/L)

-

-

1324

466

352

178

61

6241

-0 .1 7

2 .0 PPdivisor (4 0 )

1339

461

329

172

69

6252

-0 .6 3

0 .5 FPdivisor (1 0 )

1406

465

371

113

74

6193

1.84

a net loss o f land cells. However, other habitats removed from the delta benefited
from greater sediment dispersal and increased in coverage. Increasing the maximum
24 hour sediment concentration from 900 to 1800 (Equation 3.4) has counter
balancing effects. Higher maximum concentrations provide more sediment in the
water column for deposition. However, it also leads to higher rates o f resuspension.
These counter-balancing influences produced only a minor (4 km2) loss o f land habitat
when the maximum concentration was reduced by one half to 450 mg/L. Because
water cells greatly outnumber land cells, and because water cells are prone to more
periods of resuspension than land cells, increasing the maximum concentration
favored increased deposition onto land habitats. As a result, land coverage increased
by 40 km2 when the maximum sediment concentration was doubled to 1800 mg/L.
Altering the divisor o f the resuspension potential (Equation 3.4) has the same counter
acting effects. Reducing this value increases sediment concentrations and
resuspension rates and favors deposition on land areas. Halving this value increased
land coverage by 44 km‘. Increasing the resuspension divisor to 40 m/sec reduced
land coverage by 15 km2.
3.2.3. Marsh Colonization
A marsh colonization routine simulates vegetative responses to the deposition
of sediments and elevation changes simulated with the sediment module. Marsh
colonization occurs as the accretion of new sediment raises the elevation o f mudflats
to a level at which plants can become established and grow (Drury and Nisbet 1973,
Ranwell 1974, Allison 1996, Boumans 1997). Two mechanisms account for the
establishment o f vegetation on newly accreted mudflats: the emergence o f seedlings
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from water-borne seeds, and the emergence o f vegetative clones from rhizomes
(Allison 1996). Colonization by rhizomes is only possible if mature individuals exist
nearby. Allison (1996) found initial marsh colonization o f mudflats was generally due
to seedlings, and that after a few individuals became established, vegetative spread
due to rhizomes became the dominant colonization mechanism. Rapid marsh
colonization can be expected when the following three criteria are met (Johnson et al.
1985, Shaffer et al. 1992, Allison 1996): (1) a critical elevation with regards to mean
local water level is reached, (2) mature vegetation exist nearby, and (3) an abundant
supply o f freshwater exist to offset salinity stresses. Because all o f these conditions
are met in the Atchafalaya and Wax Lake deltas, rapid colonization o f subaerial lands
is expected (Rejmanek et al. 1987).
In the MDM, the soil module, (previously utilized in the BTELSS model,
Reyes et al In Press), incorporates results from the sediment module to annually
calculate net changes in elevation (Figure 3.1). In addition to elevation, the yearly
average salinity and daily flooding duration are recorded for each o f the 1 km2 cells.
At the end o f each year, if the average flooding duration o f an open water cell is below
11 hrs/day, then the cell is reclassified to the marsh type coinciding with the yearly
average salinity (Table 3.2). Because the MDM focuses on yearly habitat changes,
and due to the expected rapid colonization following elevation gains, the processes of
seed dispersal and vegetative spread due to rhizomes were not explicitly included.
The 11 hour threshold was chosen based on experimental evidence from the
Atchafalaya Delta. Shaffer et al. (1992) found greater than 75% o f plots experiencing
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Table 3.2. If the flooding duration o f an open water cell was less than
11 hrs/day it was converted to a marsh cell depending upon the yearly
average salinity experienced by the cell during the previous year.
Emergent land could only become marsh habitat. Salinity limits for
swamp habitat are shown for comparison only.___________________
Fresh Marsh
0.0 -1.0
Swamp
0.0 - 2.0
Intermediate Marsh
1.0 - 4.5
Brackish Marsh
4.5 - 12.0
Salt Marsh
Greater than 12.0
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less than 11 hrs/day of flooding were vegetated, while 87% of plots experiencing more
than 11 hrs/day of flooding were unvegetated.
3.2.4. Forcing Functions
The model is driven by nine forcing functions (Table 3.3). These included
climatic variables (rainfall, wind speed and direction, and temperature), riverine
variables (flow and sediment concentration), RSLR, tides, and salinity. These data
were collected from 1956 through 1995. Unlike the BTLESS model, rainfall varied
spatially in the MDM. The study area was divided into three north-south sections that
were tied to rainfall data from Abbeville, Jeanerette, and Morgan City (Figure 3.7).
Daily rainfall data from these locations were divided by 24 to convert to hourly time
steps and input to each cell of the respective section. Wind speed and direction were
obtained from the New Orleans airport at hourly intervals. Wind direction was
divided into 8 compass quadrants. Daily maximum temperatures were obtained from
the Franklin, Louisiana meteorological station.
Flow and suspended sediment concentration of the Atchafalaya river and Wax
Lake Outlet, obtained from the United States Army Corps o f Engineers, were input to
the model daily. Scenarios in which the flow or suspended sediment concentration
were varied were simulated by altering these inputs. The discharge o f the ‘Jaws’ was
related to rainfall in the associated drainage basin and flow of the Wax Lake outlet.
Forcing functions did not determine flow and sediment concentration o f the GIWW.
These values were computed by the model, and were largely dependent upon the
characteristics o f the Atchafalaya River and Wax Lake discharges. Due to lack of data
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Table 3.3. Summary of forcing function data and arrangement within the MDM.
Frequency of
Data collection

Timestep
In MDM

Daily

Hourly

Heterogeneous, 3 zo n es (Figure 3 .7 )

New Orleans Airport
New Orleans Airport

Hourly
Hourly

Hourly
Hourly

H om ogeneous

Maximum Temperature

Franklin

Daily

Daily

Rver Flow

Atch. Rver and Wax Lake Outlet

Daily

Input at channel intersection with boundary

Rver Sediment Concentration

Atch. Rver and Wax Lake Outlet

Daily

1 2 0 0 -1 0 s e c
12 0 0 -1 Osec

Tides

Southern boundary-3 locations

Hourly
-

1 2 0 0 -1 0 s e c
Yearly

H eterogeneous, along southern boundary
Hom ogeneous

Hourly

1200-1 Osec

Heterogeneous, along southern boundary

Forcing Function
Rainfall
Wind Speed
Wind Direction

RSLR
Salinity

Location of data collection
Abbeville, Jeanerette, Morgan City

Southern boundary-3 locations

Spatial Arrangement in M)M

Hom ogeneous
Hom ogeneous
Input at channel intersection with boundary

0

20

0

40 km

I---------- 1______ 1______ i______ I

Figure 3.7. The study area was divided into three north-south rainfall
zones driven by rainfall records from the indicated cites. Abbeville is
located north o f the study area. This resulted in spatially heterogenous
rainfall inputs to the model.
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the Vermilion River was assumed to have a constant flow of SO m3/s and sediment
concentration o f 100 mg/L.
The greater east to west length o f the MDM study site compared to the
BTELSS, required an altered format to account for tidal elevations along the southern
boundary. To account for the temporal lag from east to west, tidal elevations were
determined for three stations across the southern boundary, located 2,45, and 124 km
east o f the western boundary of the MDM. Hourly astronomical tides at the three
locations along the southern boundary were first calculated. The tide record from
Grande Isle was then detrended, so tidal fluctuations unrelated to astronomical
conditions could be identified. Combining these two tidal records for each o f the three
locations resulted in historical tidal elevations accounting for both astronomical and
weather conditions. An additional 10 centimeters o f elevation was added to the tides
at the eastern most location to produce the east to west near shore current that
characterizes the study area. The final step was to interpolate tidal elevations for the
cells between the three locations, which resulted in the total tidal forcing at each
southern boundary cell.
Tidal elevations were annually incremented by 0.5 cm to impose a RSLR rate
of 0.5 cm/yr across the study area. This rate is typical of areas surrounding Vermilion
Bay (Penland and Ramsey). While RSLR is actually comprised of eustatic sea-level
rise and land subsidence (Cahoon et al. 1995), only eustatic sea-level rise was
increased in the MDM. Because this results in increased water levels relative to land
elevations, it has the same affect as simultaneously increasing water levels and
lowering land elevations, while requiring less computations.
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The three locations o f tidal forcing were identical to those used for salinity.
Because o f insufficient data from the study area, the salinity record from Grande Isle
was initially input to all three locations. During calibration o f the model the Grande
Isle salinity was varied, until the salinity values in the study matched reported values.
A constant 4 ppt was subtracted from the Grande Isle salinity to reproduce salinity
levels in the study area. This was required because average salinity in the study area is
lower than the average salinity at Grande Isle.
Simulating future landscape evolution required the designation of future
forcing functions. As in previous future simulations of habitat change in the
Mississippi delta (Martin et al. 2000, Reyes et al. 2000), data from the years 1956 to
1995 were used in reverse order to drive the model for all future management
simulations (Table 3.4). All simulations were initialized with the 1988 USFWS
habitat map (Figure 3.2) and run for 70 years, concluding in 2058. Simulations were
initiated with an elevation map, developed by Hassan Mashriqui and myself, from
USGS and USACOE elevation and bathymetry maps. USGS land elevations at the
resolution of 25 by 25 meters were aggregated to the 1 km2 scale o f the MDM.
Bathymetry data from the USACOE were also aggregated to this scale. Additionally,
a 30 cm difference was imposed between adjacent land and water habitats to account
for discreet elevational differences at these habitat boundaries.
3.2.5. Calibration and Validation
The MDM was calibrated and validated using a multiple resolution fit analysis
(Costanza 1989) that compared actual habitat maps to simulated maps (Reyes et al.
2000, White 1999). A 1988 simulated map resulting from a 10 year simulation
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Table 3.4. Data from years 1956 to 1995 were used in reverse order to drive
for future years in all simulations____________________________________
model w a r
1986
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1996
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057
2058

datayaar
1986
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1996
1999

1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1968
1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1961
1960
1979
1978
1977
1976
1975
1974
1973
1972
1971
1970
1969
1968
1967
1966
1965
1964
1963
1962
1961
1960
1959
1958
1957
1956
1995

1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988
1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1961
1980
1979
1978
1977
1976
1975
1974
1973
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initiated with a 1978 USFWS habitat map, was compared to the 1988 USFWS habitat
map (Figure 3.2) for calibration. The 10 year simulation run was repeated, varying the
initial spatial parameters (elevation) and forcing functions (boundary salinity and tidal
elevations), until a fit of 90 or greater (maximum 100) was reached. The model was
accepted as calibrated after reaching a fit o f 94.93 (Figure 3.8) and satisfying the
scrutiny o f a panel o f experts. To validate the MDM a simulation was run from 1988
to 1998 with all parameters set to the calibrated values. Comparing the resulting
habitat map from this 10 year simulation (Figure 3.9) with a habitat map constructed
from vegetative transects of the study area (Figure 3.10) yielded a fit of 95.36. This
value is well above acceptable validation standards for this type o f model (Reyes et al.
2000 ).

3.3. Description o f Simulations
A series o f 9 simulations were performed with the MDM to test the effects of
management plans and variations o f natural inputs upon habitat distribution (Table
3.5). A No Action Plan simulation was used as a baseline to compare the other runs.
Descriptions o f other simulations denote differences from the NAP conditions. All
simulations were initiated with the 1988 USFWS habitat map and run for 70 years to
2058. In addition to comparing habitat totals across the study area, zones were
identified to allow comparisons of habitat change within regions o f the study area:
Pointe au Fer, Deltas, Pointe Chevreuil, Vermilion Bay, Freshwater Bayou, and Marsh
Island (Figure 3.11). Timeseries at three locations (Figure 3.5) o f salinity and
sediment concentration were also compared to evaluate the simulations. Maps of
these parameters are also used to contrast the different simulations with the NAP.
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Figure 3.8. This map was produced by the calibration simulation from
1978 to 1988. When compared with the 1988 USFWS map (Figure 3.2)
using a multiple resolution fit analysis (Costanza 1989) it yielded a fit of
94.93 o f out a possible 100.
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Figure 3.9. The map produced by the NAP simulation in 1997 was
resampled in vertical columns to compare with the 1997 habitat map
constructed by Linscombe and Chabreck (Figure 3.10) to validate the
model. When compared using a multiple resolution fit analysis (Costanza
1989) the maps yielded a fit o f 95.36 o f out a possible 100.
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to compare this map with a simulated map (Figure 3.9) to validate the
model.
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Table 3.5. Resulting habitat totals from the entire MDM study area for all simulations. Totals from the 1988
USFWS map, from which all simulations were initiated, are included for comparison.
Y ear o f
S m u la tf o n

B rlet D e s c rip tio n

1 9 8 8 USFWS

■
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•
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Figure 3.11. Deliniation o f the six zones used to compare habitat change
between different simulations.
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These maps depict yearly averages o f these parameters for the simulated year 2045.
This year was chosen because it used data from 1986 (Figure 3.12), a mean river
discharge year, and occurred in the later part o f the simulation when most changes in
the landscape would have occurred.
The NAP simulated the status quo and determined the landscape changes that
would take place within the study area if no changes were implemented. To mimic the
expected gradual channel evolution in which the Wax Lake Outlet gradually takes
more of the basin flow, 50% of the total basin flow was directed towards this outlet
from the year 2048 onward. This was accomplished by summing the historical flows
from the Atchafalaya and Wax Lake Outlet, and assigning half of this value to each
channel. Prior to 2048, historical flows were input to these to channels, in which the
Atchafalaya River and Wax Lake Outlet received 60 and 40 percent, respectively, of
the total basin flow. In all years five percent o f the flow allocated to the Wax Lake
Outlet was directed to the Charenton Drainage and Navigation Canal (Figure 1.2). All
other simulations, with the exception o f Option 8 and Option 23, used this flow
schedule.
Option 8 is a proposed management plan that alters the flow distribution
between the Wax Lake Outlet and Atchafalaya River. This proposal would enlarge
the Wax Lake Outlet so that it can convey a greater percentage of Atchafalaya River
flow during high discharge conditions (greater than 11,300 m3/s basin) and
particularly for exceedingly high discharge conditions, such as project flood (42,500
m3/s basin). When total basin flows are below 11,300 m3/s, more flow is directed
towards the lower Atchafalaya River. Annually, on a volume basis this plan would
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Figure 3.12. Average annual flows from the Atchafalaya River indicate years with large or small amounts of
riverine discharge. Flow of the Wax Lake Outlet follows the same pattern. Using Table 3.1 simulated years
of large or small riverine discharge can be determined. For instance, simulated year 2045 used data from year
1986, a relatively average discharge year.

direct 10% more flow towards the lower Atchafalaya River compared to the NAP.
Dr. G. Paul Kemp manipulated the daily timeseries values to account for these
changes in the Option 8 simulation. These deviations from the NAP flow did not
begin until 2008, the year the project would be implemented. Similar to Option 8,
Option 23 is a proposed management plan that alters the flow distribution between the
Wax Lake Outlet and Atchafalaya River. This plan seeks to divert more flow towards
the Wax Lake Outlet at all times. It was simulated by increasing the Wax Lake Outlet
flow to 50% o f the total basin flow in 2029, as opposed to 2048 in the NAP.
Continued freshwater input from the Atchafalaya River and Wax Lake Outlet
is expected to decrease salinity and stimulate the emergence of more fresh marsh in
place of saline marshes in the western bays. The proposed jetty is an attempt to
prevent these changes and decrease riverine inputs to this area. The jetty was input to
the model in 2008 by raising the elevation o f a linear group of cells extending from
Point Marone towards Marsh Island (Figure 3.5). The jetty plan stimulated the
following question. What would happen if riverine inputs were completely eliminated
from reaching West Cote Blanch and Vermilion Bays? To answer this question a
simulation was performed in which a jetty was erected between Pointe Chevreiul and
Marsh Island and flow into the GIWW from the Wax Lake Outlet was precluded
(Figure 3.5). In both jetty simulations the jetty cells were raised to 1.6 meters above
the mean water level. In the second jetty simulation the cells blocking westward flow
in the GIWW were also raised to 1.6 meters above the mean water level. The
landscape alterations for the second jetty simulation were imposed in 1988. The two
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jetty simulations are referred to as Jetty I (extending from Point Marone) and Jetty II
(extending from Pointe Chevreiul with GIWW barrier) (Figure 3.5).
Because o f the ability to control the amount o f water diverted from the
Mississippi River to the Atchafalaya River, and due to historic and predicted changes
in river flow and sediment concentration, simulations were performed to test the
sensitivity of such changes upon landscape dynamics. For two runs the basecase flow
and sediment discharge o f both the Atchafalaya River and Wax Lake Outlet were
doubled and halved. To test the effect of only varying the sediment contribution, the
sediment concentrations in these channels was doubled and halved in the last two
simulations.
3.4. Results
3.4.1. No Action Plan fNAPi
In this simulation 251 km2 of open water were converted to land habitats from
1988 to 2058 (Table 3.5). Fresh marsh experienced the greatest increase in coverage
from 727 km2 in 1988 to 1414 km2 in 2058. The creation of fresh marsh in both the
Atchafalaya and Wax Lake Deltas, and the conversion o f saline marshes to fresh
marsh demonstrates the overall freshening o f the entire study area (Figures 3.13 and
3.14). In the four zones with the presence of fresh and brackish marsh in 1988,
substantial gains in fresh marsh took place at the expense o f brackish marsh (Table
3.6). Timeseries data also reflect decreases in salinity (Figure 3.15). Overall, brackish
marsh coverage declined by 522 km2 (Table 3.5). Salt marsh also declined in
coverage from 75 to 54 km2. While declining in the Pointe au Fer zone, intermediate
marsh had large gains in the Freshwater Bayou and Marsh Island zones. This resulted
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Figure 3.13. Resulting habitat distribution for the year 2058 for the No
Action Plan (NAP) simulation.
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Table 3.6. Resulting habitat totals from six zones within the MDM (Figure 3.11) are presented for all simulations.
Totals from 1988 USFWS map, from which all simulations were initiated, are also included.__________________
Zone___________________ Pointe au Fer___________
Habitats (km2)
Int
Fresh
Brack
Salt Water

Deltas__________
Int

1988 USFWS
NAP
Option 8
Option 23
Jetty 1

0
81
106
82
77

42
81
62
75
82

161
21
25
22
23

43
34
32
39
36

469
498
490
497
497

5
4
3
5
6

Fresh
196
372
378
369
362

Jetty II
2*Flow and Sediments
0.5*Flow and Sediments
2*Sediments
0.5*Sediments

155
211
28
130
47

24
41
46
55
83

13
9
25
16
14

29
18
101
31
73

494
436
515
483
498

0
0
32
11
0

388
508
271
487
271

Zone
Habitats (km2)
1988 USFWS
NAP
Option 8
Option 23
Jetty I
Jetty II
2* Flow and Sediments
0.5*Flow and Sediments
2*Sediments
0.5*Sediments

Vermilion Bay
Fresh Swamp
46
94
276
93
93
278
275
93
94
278
187
94
309
94
222
91
345
94
232
93

Int
142
58
59
59
57
88
34
99
28
88

Brack Water
163
287
25
280
24
278
25
280
24
279
287
76
279
16
35
285
14
251
34
285

Swamp

Water

41
41
41
41
41
41
38
41
38

Freshwater Bayou

415
240
235
242
248

Fresh
0
71
43
85
33

228
108
316
118
348

0
98
9
49
12

Point Chevreuil
Int
0
0
0
0
0
11
0
3
0
0

Fresh
125
134
134
133
136
104
142
120
149
129

Swamp
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
51
52
50

Int

Salt

14
73
79
52
73

Brack
173
42
64
52
78

6
5
4
4
4

Water
250
252
253
250
255

10
59
76
71
96

139
33
92
70
67

5
3
5
3
13

289
250
261
250
255

Salt
25
14
14
14
15
17
14
24
15
17

Water
278
306
306
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322
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Figure 3.15. Salinities recorded daily at 2400 hrs are graphed for three timeseries
locations (see Figure 3.5) for the NAP simulation. The linear trend lines
demonstrate that all three locations experienced declines in salinity during the
simulation.
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in a net gain o f 69 km2 of intermediate marsh. Swamp coverage changed little during
this simulation, and in all following simulations. The loss or gain o f swamp in these
environments is a long-term process primarily associated with the lack of tree
recruitment, or the emergence o f deciduous vegetation and increases in standing
biomass (Mitsch and Gosselink 1993). Therefore swamp coverage changed slowly
relative to other habitats throughout all simulations.
A major finding of this study was the dramatic growth o f the two deltas. Over
the 70 year simulation the Atchafalaya and Wax Lake Deltas combined to create 176
km2 of fresh marsh (Table 3.6). In addition to building bayhead deltas, the terminal
phase of lacustrine delta growth (Roberts 1997) was also simulated. This occurred as
the remaining swamps and lakes adjacent to the channels were converted to fresh
marsh (Figure 3.14). This process converted 52 km2 o f water bodies to fresh marsh.
Combining bayhead and lacustrine delta development, a total o f 228 km2 o f new land
was created. A small delta also formed at the ‘Jaws” where the GIWW and CDNC
discharge into West Cote Blanche Bay (Figure 3.14). Figure 3.16 illustrates the
increase in elevation that occurred throughout the study area during this simulation. In
the three emerging deltas (Atchafalaya, Wax Lake, and the ‘Jaws’) elevation gains
greater than two meters took place in cells that were converted to marsh habitats.
Typical o f prograding deltas (Roberts 1997), a subaqueous prodelta platform also
developed at these three locations. Elevation gains also took place south o f Southwest
Pass and south of Oyster Bayou.
While land building was the overall trend, conversion o f marsh habitats to
open water predominated in some zones. In the Pointe au Fer zone 29 km2 o f saline
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marsh converted to open water (Table 3.6, Figure 3.14). At Marsh Island 28 km2 o f
salt and brackish marsh converted to open water. Most of the land loss occurred
during the first 20 years of the simulation when the amount of open water oscillated
around 6400 km2 (Figure 3.17). During this time period gains of fresh marsh were
balanced by losses o f brackish marsh and salt marsh. Declines of open water coverage
began near 2009 in all of the simulations as the growth of the deltas overwhelmed land
loss.
3.4.2. Option 8
Compared to the NAP this simulation resulted in an additional 14 km2 of
marsh habitat (Table 3.5). This was mainly due to a 29 km2 gain in fresh marsh and
12 km2 gain o f brackish marsh. Losses o f intermediate and salt marsh also took place.
These changes were centered around the Deltas and Pointe au Fer zones (Figures 3.18
and 3.19). In the Deltas zone 6 km2 more fresh marsh was created compared to the
NAP. At Pointe au Fer 25 km2 of fresh marsh and 4 km2 of brackish marsh were
added compared to the NAP (Table 3.6). While the open water coverage in the
Freshwater Bayou and Marsh Island zones changed very little, the habitat distribution
was altered by shifting the river flows. At Freshwater Bayou brackish marsh
displaced intermediate marsh and intermediate marsh displaced fresh marsh (Figure
3.19). At Marsh Island fresh marsh increased while intermediate and brackish marsh
declined in coverage (Table 3.6).
3.4.3. Option 23
Options 8 and 23 were very similar to the NAP. This is because the alterations
varied little from the NAP conditions. The total inputs were not changed, only the
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open water occurred prior to 2008. After this year land gain overwhelmed
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Figure 3.18. Resulting habitat distribution for the year 2058 for the
Option 8 simulation.
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Figure 3.19. This map identifies differences between the 2058 map from
the NAP simulation (Figure 3.13) and the 2058 map from the Option 8
simulation (Figure 3.18). For example, areas colored green were fresh
marsh in 2058 Option 8 map and another habitat in the 2058 NAP. Land
areas of the same habitat in each map are colored white.
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distribution of riverine flows between the Atchafalaya River and Wax Lake Outlet. In
Option 23 the Freshwater Bayou and Marsh Island zones showed differences
compared to the NAP (Table 3.6, Figures 3.20 and 3.21). At Freshwater Bayou the
amount o f fresh marsh increased by 14 km2 and intermediate marsh decreased by 27
km2. At Marsh Island intermediate marsh and brackish marsh decreased by 20 and 8
km2, respectively, while fresh marsh and open water coverage increased by 17 and 11
km2. Overall fresh marsh increased by 27 km2, intermediate marsh declined by 45
km2, and there was a loss of 10 km2 of land habitats compared to the NAP (Table 3.5).
3.4.4. Jetty I
Increases in open water (25 km2) and brackish marsh (53 km2), and decreases
in fresh marsh (68 km2) distinguished this simulation from the NAP (Table 3.5). The
efficacy o f the jetty in preserving salinity levels west of the jetty is illustrated in Figure
3.22. Increases in salinity compared to the NAP are also reflected at three timeseries
locations west of the jetty (Figure 3.23). The jetty was also effective in reducing the
expansion of fresh marsh in the western zones, where the largest differences with the
NAP were located.
In the Freshwater Bayou zone the regions of fresh, intermediate, and brackish
marsh all shifted north compared to the NAP (Figures 3.24 and 3.25). This resulted in
a 38 km2 decrease in fresh marsh and 36 km2 gain in brackish marsh (Table 3.6). At
Marsh Island fresh and intermediate marsh declined by 18 and 15 km2, respectively,
while brackish marsh increased by 16 km2. This resulted in a net loss of 12 km2 of
land on Marsh Island compared to the NAP. Some of these losses were due to less
sediment reaching the western marshes due to the jetty. Sediment concentrations were
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Figure 3.20. Resulting habitat distribution for the year 2058 for the
Option 23 simulation.
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Figure 3.21. This map identifies differences between the 2058 map from
the NAP simulation (Figure 3.13) and the 2058 map from the Option 23
simulation (Figure 3.20). For example, areas colored green were fresh
marsh in 2058 Option 23 map and another habitat in the 2058 NAP.
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Figure 3.22. Average yearly differences in salinity for the year 2045
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jetty were centered in the marshes o f Marsh Island and Freshwater Bayou.
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Figure 3.23. For three timeseries locations (Figure 3.5) salinities from the NAP
were subtracted from Jetty I salinities. The salinities were recorded daily at 2400
hrs. The predominance of values greater then zero demonstrate greater salinity at
these locations with the jetty compared to the NAP.
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reduced in open water areas west o f the jetty (Figure 3.26). Two timeseries locations
west o f the jetty provide further evidence o f decreased sediment concentrations in
open water areas west of the jetty compared to the NAP (Figure 3.27).
3.4.5. Jettv II
Because o f its earlier implementation (Table 3.5), and more drastic hydrologic
alterations this jetty alignment created greater changes compared to Jetty I.
Eliminating the connection between East and West Cote Blanche Bay and the
connection between the Wax Lake Outlet and GIWW resulted in a great increase o f
brackish marshes in the western portion o f the study area, and increases o f fresh marsh
to the east. This arrangement was more effective at preserving saline habitats in
western reaches o f the study area than Jetty I. However, these areas also suffered
increased land loss compared to the NAP. Fresh and intermediate marsh were nearly
eliminated in the Freshwater Bayou and Marsh Island zones (Figures 3.28 and 3.29).
In these locations brackish marsh coverage grew by 97 and 68 km2, respectively
(Table 3.6). Vermilion and West Cote Blanche Bays experienced increases in salinity
compared to the NAP (Figure 3.30). Three timeseries locations west o f the jetty also
indicate increased salinity (Figure 3.31). Increased land loss of 25 km2 for Marsh
Island and 37 km2 for Freshwater Bayou coincided with the increase in brackish marsh
(Table 3.6). These same trends, increases in brackish and intermediate marshes,
decreases of fresh marsh and increased land loss compared to the NAP also took place
in the Vermilion Bay and Point Chevreuil zones (Table 3.6). The small deltas at the
‘Jaws’ and the eastern connection o f the GIWW with Vermilion Bay present in the
NAP (Figure 3.13) did not form due to the closure of the Wax Lake Outlet and GIWW
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Figure 3.26. Differences in suspended sediment concentration for the year
2045 between the NAP and Jetty I simulations. The jetty resulted in
decreased concentrations to the west o f the structure.
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Figure 3.27. For two timeseries locations (Figure 3.5) suspended sediment
concentations from the Jetty I simulation were subtracted from NAP
concentrations. The concentrations were recorded daily at 2400 hrs. The
predominance o f values greater then zero demonstrate decreased concentrations at
these locations with the jetty compared to the NAP.
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Figure 3.28. Resulting habitat distribution for the year 2058 for the
Jetty II simulation. The location of the jetty is denoted with pink cells.
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Figure 3.29. This map identifies differences between the 2058 map from
the NAP simulation (Figure 3.13) and the 2058 map from the Jetty II
simulation (Figure 3.28). For example, areas colored green were fresh
marsh in 2058 Jetty II map and another habitat in the 2058 NAP. Land
areas o f the same habitat in each map are colored white.
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Figure 3.30. Yearly average differenes in salinity for the year 2045
between the NAP and Jetty II simulations. The jetty and closure o f the
connection between the Wax Lake Outlet and GIWW resulted in
increased salinities west o f the jetty.
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Figure 3.31. For three timeseries locations (Figure 3.5) salinities from the NAP
were subtracted from Jetty II salinities. The salinities were recorded daily at 2400
hrs. The predominance of values greater then zero demonstrate greater salinity at
these locations with the jetty compared to the NAP.
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connection. This closure eliminated the sediment input to the GIWW, that was
responsible for building these small deltas. Figure 3.32 identifies areas decreased
sediment concentrations south o f the GIWW, and areas directly east and west o f the
jetty. The jetty alignment severely reduced the northwest fetch of the open water cells
in East Cote Blanche Bay. Winds from the northwest are responsible for much o f the
sediment resuspension occurring in these bays (Perez et al. In Press, Walker and
Hammack In Press). Therefore, reducing the northwest fetch in this area led to
reduced suspended sediment concentrations to the southeast of the structure (Figure
3.32). Timeseries data (Figure 3.33) from open water areas west of the jetty show
decreased sediment concentrations compared to the NAP. In contrast, the eastern side
o f the study area, the Deltas and Pointe au Fer zones, experienced expanded coverage
of fresh marsh and land gain compared to the NAP.
3.4.6. Double Water and Sediment Discharge o f Atchafalaya and Wax Lake
Outlet
This simulation was characterized by increased delta growth, expanded fresh
marsh coverage, and decreased land loss. Doubling the flow and sediment discharge
of the Atchafalaya River and Wax Lake Outlet increased the combined growth o f the
deltas by more the 200 km2 (Figures 3.34 and 3.35, Table 3.6). The Atchafalaya delta
merged with Pointe au Fer, eliminating the connection between Fourleague Bay and
Atchafalaya Bay. Lacustrine deposition in upstream open water bodies, witnessed in
the NAP, was increased in this simulation. While increases in elevation relative to the
NAP occurred through the study area, the greatest increases were centered around the
deltas (Figure 3.36). The elevation of the prodelta platform increased by over 90 cm
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Figure 3.32. Average yearly differences in suspended sediment
concentration for the year 2045 between the NAP and Jetty II simulations.
The jetty and closure of the connection between Wax Lake Outlet and
GIWW resulted in decreased concentrations to the west and south o f the
structure.
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Figure 3.33. For two timeeries locations (Figure 3.5) suspended sediment
concentations from the Jetty II simulation were subtracted from NAP
concentrations. The concentrations were recorded daily at 2400 hrs. The
predominance of values greater then zero demonstrate decreased concentrations at
these locations with the jetty compared to the NAP.
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Figure 3.34. Resulting habitat distribution for the year 2058 for the
simulation in which the flow and sediment discharge o f the Atchafalaya
River and Wax Lake Outlet were doubled.
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Figure 3.35. This map identifies differences between the 2058 map from
the NAP simulation (Figure 3.13) and the 2058 map from the simulation
in which the flow and sediment discharge o f the Atchafalaya River and
Wax Lake Outlet were doubled (Figure 3.34). For example, areas
colored green were fresh marsh in Figure 3.34 and another habitat in the
2058 NAP. Land areas o f the same habitat in each map are colored
white.
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Figure 3.36. Elevations from the NAP were subtracted from the
simulation in which the flows and sediment discharge o f the Atchafalaya
and Wax Lake Outlet were doubled, for the year 2058 to illustrate
elevation gains due to the increased flow and sediment discharge. The
greatest gains were located southwest and upstream o f the deltas.
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as did some of the upstream lake and swamp locations. All six zones had greater
coverages of fresh marsh and less land loss than the NAP. Besides the Deltas zone,
the gains o f fresh marsh and increases in land coverage were, respectively, 170 and 62
km2 at Pointe au Fer, 12 and 8 km2 at Point Chevreuil, 33 and 1 km2 at Vermilion Bay,
27 and 2 km2 at Freshwater Bayou, and 141 and 32 km 2 at Marsh Island (Table 3.6).
Due to conversion to fresh marsh, brackish and intermediate marsh suffered reductions
of 94 and 122 km2, respectively, across the study area. Increases in fresh marsh
coverage were due to lower salinity levels extending over much of the study area
(Figure 3.37).
3.4.7. Half Water and Sediment Discharge o f Atchafalava and Wax Lake
Outlet
Reducing the flow and sediment discharge by one half caused reduction o f
fresh marsh coverage and an increase in land loss across the study area (Figures 3.38
and 3.39). All zones had decreases in fresh marsh and increases in land loss, and
brackish marsh compared to the NAP (Table 3.6). The greatest increases in land loss
took place in the Deltas (76 km2) and Marsh Island (53 km2). Salt marsh coverage
expanded by 67 km2 due to increased salinity. Because of the reduction in sediment
input, decreases in elevation throughout the study area were expected (Figure 3.40).
3.4.8. Double Sediment Discharge o f Atchafalava and Wax Lake Outlet
The freshening trend across the study area compared to the NAP was much
less when only the sediment discharge was doubled, instead o f doubling flow and
sediment discharge. This is reflected by a decrease in fresh marsh in the Freshwater
Bayou zone compared to the NAP (Figures 3.41 and 3.42, Table 3.6). The growth o f
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Figure 3.37. Yearly average salinities from the the simulation in which the
flows and sediment discharges o f the Atchafalaya and Wax Lake Outlet
were doubled were subtracted from NAP values for the year 2045 to
illustrate salinity decreases due to the increased flow and sediment
discharge.
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Figure 3.38. Resulting habitat distribution for the year 2058 for the
simulation in which the flow and sediment discharge of the Atchafalaya
River and Wax Lake Outlet were halved.
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Figure 3.39. This map identifies differences between the 2058 map from
the NAP simulation (Figure 3.13) and the 2058 map from the simulation
in which the flow and sediment discharge o f the Atchafalaya River and
Wax Lake Outlet were halved (Figure 3.38). For example, areas colored
green were fresh marsh in Figure 3.38 and another habitat in the 2058
NAP. Land areas of the same habitat in each map are colored white.
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Figure 3.40. Elevations from the simulation with half Atchafalaya and
Wax Lake flow and sediment discharge were subtracted from the NAP
elevations for the year 2058 to illustrate elevation losses due to the
reduction in flow. The greatest losses were centered around the deltas and
upstream o f the deltas.
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Figure 3.41. Resulting habitat distribution for the year 2058 for the
simulation in which the sediment discharge o f the Atchafalaya River and
Wax Lake Outlet was doubled.
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Figure 3.42. This map identifies differences between the 2058 map from
the NAP simulation (Figure 3.13) and the 2058 map from the simulation
in which the sediment discharge o f the Atchafalaya River and Wax Lake
Outlet was doubled (Figure 3.41). For example, areas colored green
were fresh marsh in Figure 3.41 and another habitat in the 2058 NAP.
Land areas o f the same habitat in each map are colored white.
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the deltas was 10 km2 less than doubling both flow and sediment discharge. The small
deltas at the CDNC and the eastern connection of the GIWW with Vermilion present
in the NAP (Figure 3.13) increased in coverage. The increased sediment
concentrations in the Wax Lake Outlet augmented the sediment concentration in the
GIWW, leading to increased delta growth at these locations. Figure 3.43 reveals that
the increases in elevation were more concentrated near the points o f river discharge
compared to doubling the river flows. Without the excess flow to distribute the
sediments across the study area, they were deposited in areas close to the channels.
3.4.9.

Half Atchafalava and Wax Lake Outlet Sediment Concentrations

This simulation was very similar to the halving of the flows and sediment
discharges of these channels with some important differences. The land area o f the
deltas declined by 32 more km2 in this simulation compared to halving the flows and
sediment discharge (Figures 3.44 and 3.45, Table 3.6). This demonstrates the
interaction between these two natural inputs. If flow is retained and sediment
concentration reduced the sediments are dispersed over a greater distance and less
concentrated in the delta. The greatest losses of elevation were centered around the
deltas (Figure 3.46). Similar to the simulation of decreased river flow and sediment
discharge, brackish and salt marsh coverage increased throughout the study area
(Figure 3.45, Table 3.6).
3.5. Discussion
3.5.1. Land Building and Freshening Trends
The trend of land building in this region of the Mississippi Delta was
demonstrated by the fact that in all o f the scenarios, even when river flow and
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Figure 3.43. Elevations from the NAP were subtracted from the double
sediment discharge simulation elevations for the year 2058 to illustrate
elevation gains due to the increase in sediment discharge. The greatest
gains were centered around the deltas and in areas of West Cote Blanche
and Vermilion Bays near the GIWW.
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Figure 3.44. Resulting habitat distribution for the year 2058 for the
simulation in which the sediment discharge o f the Atchafalaya River and
Wax Lake Outlet was halved.
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Figure 3.45. This map identifies differences between the 2058 map from
the NAP simulation (Figure 3.13) and the 2058 map from the simulation
in which the sediment discharge o f the Atchafalaya River and Wax Lake
Outlet was halved (Figure 3.44). For example, areas colored green were
fresh marsh in Figure 3.44 and another habitat in the 2058 NAP. Land
areas o f the same habitat in each map are colored white.
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Figure 3.46. Elevations from the half sediment discharge simulation were
subtracted from the NAP elevations for the year 2058 to illustrate
elevation losses due to the decrease in sediment concentration. The
greatest losses were centered around the Atchafalaya, Wax Lake, and
'Jaws' deltas.
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sediment concentration were reduced, the region had a net gain o f land coverage. The
expansion of fresh marsh habitat and decline in brackish marsh in all simulations
reflects the freshening trend occurring in the study area during the 70 year simulation
period. These trends are an extension o f past changes in this area and match expected
patterns in areas surrounding prograding deltas. Salinity decreases and expansion of
fresh vegetation zones towards the gulf that have occurred in this region over the last
quarter century have been described in a number o f studies (Shaffer et al. 1992,
Madden et al. 1988, Rejmanek et al. 1987, Johnson et al. 1985).
During the fluvially dominated regressive phase o f delta development,
shorelines surrounding the active delta stabilize and then go into a progradational
phase (Roberts 1997). During the NAP simulation land gain occurred in two of the
MDM zones, the Deltas and Point Chevreuil (Table 3.6), which in recent history had
not experienced land loss (Britsch and Dunbar 1993). Britsch and Dunbar (1993)
reported the other four zones o f the MDM to have land loss rates between 0.25 and 1.3
km2/yr between 1983 and 1990. During the 70-year NAP simulation these areas
continued to experience land loss, though at a lower rate that averaged 0.23 km2/yr.
The majority of land loss in these zones occurred in the initial periods o f the
simulation, leading to even lower land loss rates in the later years o f the simulation
(Figure 3.17). Most o f the losses occurred in areas where the elevation gain over the
70 year period was less than 35 cm (compare Figures 3.14 and 3.16). RSLR is a
predominant driving force in the model, and over the 70 year simulation had the effect
of raising water levels by 35 cm across the study area. Land building and decreased
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land loss rates indicate that this region is experiencing increased elevation gains
leading to the stability o f land habitats.
The emergence and development of the Atchafalaya and Wax Lake Deltas are
some o f the most dynamic geologic events occurring within coastal Louisiana
(Roberts et al. 1980). The MDM was successful at simulating the continued
interaction of geologic, hydrologic, and ecological processes that will guide the
development o f these deltas over the next century. The NAP plan predicted the
combined growth o f the two deltas to be 176 km2 over the 70 year period from 1988 to
2058, or about 2.5 km2/yr. During the three years following the emergence o f these
deltas they grew at a rate o f 8 km2/yr (Roberts et al. 1980). This high rate o f growth
was due to three years o f exceedingly large riverine inputs (Roberts et al. 1980).
Through 1990, after 18 years o f growth, the overall rate had diminished to 3.5 km2/yr
(Roberts and van Heerden 1992). Based on terrain model data Fitzgerald (1998)
calculated a slightly higher rate o f growth, 6.0 km2/yr, from 1981 to 1994. The MDM
predicts a decreased growth rate during the maturation o f these deltas. Since the
sediment and water reaching these deltas is held constant by the upstream Old River
structure it is unlikely that the rates of growth will increase. More likely, the rates will
slowly decrease as the deltas reach a balance between fluvial and marine influences
and due to a loss o f hydraulic efficiency. The overall rate o f land gain across the
Louisiana coast, 2.5 km2/yr (Turner 1990), reflects this trend and matches the rate
predicted by the MDM. The predicted rate o f growth also agrees with values from
studies of other areas o f the Mississippi Delta. Rates o f subdelta growth in the
Mississippi Birdfoot Delta averaged 5.2 km2/yr and ranged from 0.8 to 7.0 km2/yr
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(Wells and Coleman 1987). In addition to the growth of the Atchafalaya and Wax
Lake Deltas, the emergence o f a delta at the ‘Jaws’ also took place during the NAP.
The MDM simulated the terminal phase of lacustrine deposition that has been
ongoing in the Atchafalaya basin for 500 years (Fisk 1952). Lacustrine deposition
occurs as water bodies gain elevation as riverine sediments are deposited. The
conversion o f 52 km2 from open water to fresh marsh habitats upstream o f the deltas
in the NAP (Figure 3.14) concluded this prerequisite step to bay head delta growth.
Some of the largest elevation gains that took place were associated with lacustrine
deposition (Figure 3.16).
3.5.2.

Flow Redistribution-Option 8 and Option 23

The results of the flow redistribution plans (Options 8 and 23) were very
similar to the NAP and had minimally effects upon the rate o f land gain. The resulting
land coverage o f these two simulations and the NAP were within a range o f 24 km2,
with Option 8 and Option 23 producing the greatest and least amounts of land
coverage, respectively (Table 3.5). In comparison to the NAP, Option 8 resulted in
additional land gains (14km2 Table 3.5). The minor differences produced by Options
8 and 23 relative to the NAP, are due to subtle changes to the flow distribution
between the Atchafalaya River and Wax Lake Outlet. On a volume basis Option 8
directed approximately 10 percent more o f the total basin flow towards the
Atchafalaya River. This resulted in increased fresh marsh coverage and land gain in
the Pointe au Fer zone (Table 3.6). Option 23 directed more flow towards the Wax
Lake Outlet. Greater freshwater input to the western bays lead to expanded fresh
marsh coverage in the Freshwater Bayou and Marsh Island zones relative to the NAP.
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3.5.3. Jetty Plans
The effect o f the jetties was to systematically reduce all natural riverine
material inputs reaching the western bays and surrounding marshes. Marsh coverage
in these areas declined as decreases in suspended sediment concentrations (Figures
3.26, 3.27, 3.32, and 3.33) lessened the deposition occurring in these areas. Previous
studies have shown that jetties and similar structures altering hydrology have the
potential to affect the distribution o f marsh vegetation (Sklar and Browder 1998).
Following the construction of a flood gate in an Australian estuary, Pollard and
Hannan (1994) documented the virtual disappearance of mangroves located behind the
structure. Impounded wetlands also suffer isolation from riverine sediments and
exhibit lower rates o f deposition (Hensel et al. 1998) and increased land loss (Bass and
Turner 1997, Swenson and Turner 1987). These studies support the findings o f the
model that regions o f deltaic estuaries that are isolated from riverine inputs will
experience declines in marsh coverage.
3.5.4. Doubling and Halving Freshwater and Sediment Discharge via the
Atchafalava River and Wax Lake Outlet
Holding all other inputs constant, and increasing inputs of riverine water and
sediments by factors o f two, increased land gain in the deltas by 132 km2 and reversed
the trend o f land loss for all zones in the NAP to land gain. In contrast, decreasing
these inputs by one half produced increased rates o f loss compared to the NAP. The
larger river flows were effective at distributing the increased amounts o f sediment
across the landscape. This lead to elevation gains (Figure 3.36) and land building
throughout the study area. While elevation gains compared to the NAP occurred in all
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land areas, they were greatest downstream o f the Atchafalaya, Wax Lake, and ‘Jaws’
deltas, and adjacent to the Atchafalaya and Wax Lake channels where additional
lacustrine deposition took place. This simulation demonstrated that even though water
levels were increased, greater natural material inputs in the form o f river discharge and
sediments resulted in massive gains in marsh coverage.
Reductions in river water and sediment discharge had the opposite effects of
decreasing sediment concentrations and sediment delivery to marshes. The resulting
loss of marshes, demonstrated by the simulation, matches trends that have taken place
in the Nile Delta following major reductions in freshwater and sediment input. Due to
construction o f the High Aswan Dam in 1964 and a dense network o f irrigation
channels, negligible sediment and fresh water reach the delta (Stanley and Wame
1993). Consequently, erosion predominates the Nile delta as land habitats are
converted to open water areas (Fanos 1995, Stanley and Wame 1993, Smith and
Abdel-Kader). Declines in freshwater discharge have occurred in other deltas
including the Indus, Rhone, and Ganges (Hensel et al. 1997, Snedaker 1984). The
model results and trends from the Nile Delta match the findings from the jetty
simulations, but at a larger, delta-wide scale: reducing the inputs o f both freshwater
and sediments leads to the loss of coastal land areas. The simulation with doubled
sediment and freshwater inputs shows the potential for increases of marsh coverage
with greater riverine inputs: a possible scenario in light of the current interest in dam
removal.
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3.5.5. Doubling and Halving Sediment Discharge via the Atchafalava River
and Wax Lake Outlet
Augmenting only the sediment input to the system resulted in land coverage
gains and elevation increases that were localized around channels. In addition to gains
in the Atchafalaya and Wax Lake deltas, areas along the GIWW north o f West Cote
Blanche and Vermilion Bays experienced gains in land coverage relative to the NAP
(Figure 3.42). Marsh Island, which was farther removed from sediment sources
suffered increased land loss (Table 3.6). In the simulation with both flow and
sediments doubled, the greater flow could effectively distribute the increased amount
o f sediments throughout the region. The pattern o f land gain and loss in this
simulation was due to the inability o f the water flows to spread the increased sediment
beyond areas near the channels. This demonstrates an important interaction among
natural inputs to the system. Both river flow and sediments are necessary to
effectively maximize marsh habitats. The simulation with one half sediment discharge
demonstrates the effects of having ample riverine flow, but less sediments. In this
simulation the land area of the deltas had greater declines than when both flow and
sediment discharge were halved. However, the land loss in other zones of the model
was lessened with only a reduction in sediments compared to reducing both flow and
sediments. In this case the river flow carried the sediments beyond the deltas to the
surrounding marshes. Although there was still an overall gain of land when the
sediment inputs were decreased, due to delta progradation, most zones exhibited
increased land loss (Table 3.6).
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These two simulations represent the historic and present day sediment
discharge to the Mississippi Delta, and also the historic and present day sediment input
to deltaic marshes in this setting. Since 18S0, there has been an overall decrease in
excess o f 70 percent in the suspended load transported by the lower Mississippi (Kesel
1988). Concurrent to the reduction in suspended sediments, artificial levee
construction and enhancement o f river channels for navigation have reduced the
sediment input to deltaic marshes throughout the Mississippi Delta (Coleman et al.
1998, Day et al. 1997, Kessel 1988, Templet and Meyer-Arendt 1988). This is a
global trend occurring in many o f the world’s deltas. The amount o f sediment carried
in the Nile, Indus, and Ebro has been reduced by over 95%; for the Po, the reduction is
75%, and for the Rhone, the reduction is greater than 50% (Day and Templet 1989,
L’Homer 1992, Milliman et al. 1984, Sestini 1992, Stanley and Wame 1993, Varela et
al. 1983). In the Mississippi Delta, the net effect of these alterations has been a
reduction in sediments and riverine nutrients reaching marshes to offset subsidence
and maintain high organic productivity (Coleman et al. 1998). These interactions and
results from the simulations of decreased sediment discharge identify reductions in
riverine sediments as a major component of deltaic land loss. The simulation of
increased sediment discharge gives an indication o f the amount o f marsh coverage in
deltas throughout the world if historic sediment reductions did not take place.
3.5.6. Importance o f Natural Material Inputs
Being the first large-scale simulation model o f delta growth, the MDM
provided an opportunity to examine the effects o f natural and anthropogenic
alterations upon delta growth and surrounding estuarine areas. With this ability the
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model was employed to test the hypothesis that deltaic marsh coverage can be
maximized by optimizing, rather than diminishing, riverine inputs (Day et al. 1997).
The jetty simulations examined the effects of reducing riverine inputs to two bays
located more than 20 km to the west of direct riverine discharge. System wide effects
of varying riverine inputs were analyzed with simulations varying flow and sediment
discharge o f the Atchafalaya and Wax Lake Outlet. All o f these simulations supported
the hypothesis.
These type o f simulations have great relevance to the current and past
management o f the world’s deltas. Most large rivers have been dammed, which has
reduced the amount o f freshwater and sediment reaching deltas. Similar to the results
from the simulations performed in this study, land has been lost in these areas in
response to diminished natural inputs (Day et al. 1997, Hensel et al. 1997, Stanley and
Wame 1993, Milliman et al. 1989). By modeling the effect of such alterations upon
the delta cycle the effects o f future river basin management plans can be predicted.
Currently, the removal o f dams upstream of the Mississippi delta is being proposed.
Simulations o f increased sediment concentration can predict the effect of these
practices upon deltaic marshes. The simulations performed in this study demonstrate
that increases in natural riverine material inputs maximize the coverage of deltaic
marshes and support the hypothesis. Reductions in riverine inputs due to decreased
sediment discharge, and river flow, and jetty construction, increased conversion to
open water habitats. Declines in marsh coverage should be taken into account when
evaluating management plans that diminish riverine inputs to deltaic estuarine
systems.
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3.5.7. Limitations
The model was designed for application at the regional scale, and based on
comparisons with historic maps during calibration and validation runs, accurately
simulates ecosystem dynamics at this resolution. However, the model can not be
expected to identify the exact location of individual 1 km2 cells undergoing habitat
change. Rather, the power of the model is in predicting large scale temporal and
spatial patterns resulting from altered riverine inputs and management plans. Spatial
accuracy at small scales was sacrificed so the model could simulate landscape effects
of plans over a 70 year time period. Because o f this choice smaller scale features
affecting habitat change, such as canals, spoil banks, and herbivory, were not included
within the model. Including these effects would impact landscape dynamics, but
would not alter the general patterns predicted by the MDM. The patterns predicted by
the MDM o f land gain and stability associated with riverine inputs, and land loss
following decreased riverine inputs agree with historical results from the Mississippi
and other deltas (Roberts 1997, Britsch and Dunbar 1993, Stanley 1988), and future
predictions for the Mississippi Delta (Lousiana Coastal Wetlands Conservation and
Restoration Task Force and the Wetlands Conservation and Restoration Authority
1998). By incorporating factors such as RSLR, riverine dynamics, meteorological
inputs, tidal fluctuations, and vegetative and edaphic processes, the MDM successfully
simulated the landscape response to large scale and habitat-specific processes
affecting habitat change.
The establishment of statistically-based confidence intervals would increase
the forecasting power of the MDM. Presently, results from the calibration and
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validation can provide confidence estimates o f model forecasts. The multiple
resolution fit algorithm (Costanza 1989) returned values of 94.9 and 95.36 out o f a
possible 100 for the calibration and validation, respectively. Similar spatial accuracy
with regards to habitat coverages can be expected for future simulations. Because the
future simulations were run for much longer time periods than the calibration and
validation simulations, increased variations with time are an issue o f concern.
Feedback mechanisms (Figure 3.1) incorporated in the MDM guard against increased
variability over time. The relative stability during the future simulations proves that
the MDM does not suffer from decreased predictive capabilities over time.
Using a single, constant sediment size and a homogeneous subsidence rate
affect the ability o f the MDM to simulate edaphic and sedimentary processes. The
chosen sediment size, 0.014mm, is representative of silts, the dominant sediment type
of the Mississippi River (Morgan 1970). However, during periods o f high river
discharge larger sand particles predominant and greatly contribute to the growth o f the
deltas. Not accounting for larger sediments could lead to conservative estimates o f
delta growth. Not accounting for smaller, clay sediments may underestimate the
distribution of sediments to marsh areas removed from the delta. Subsidence rates
have been shown to decrease moving east to west from the Terrebonne Basin to
Freshwater Bayou (Penland and Ramsey 1990). Using a subsidence rate characteristic
of the region around Vermilion Bay (0.5 cm/yr), underestimated the subsidence rates
in the eastern portion of the model. Future models should heterogeneously account for
subsidence.
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3.6. Conclusion
The MDM integrated ecological and physical processes across a deltaic estuary
to effectively simulate landscape changes in one o f the most dynamic environments on
earth. This simulation model allowed the ecological effects of hydrologic
management plans and hypothetical natural alterations to be analyzed and
quantitatively compared to a No Action Plan. The ability to predict fluctuations in
deltaic marsh coverage is necessitated by the economic and ecological importance o f
these environments (Day et al. 1997, Milliman et al. 1989). The MDM demonstrated
that the Atchafalaya and Wax Lake Deltas and marshes o f the surrounding estuary
were affected by alterations of natural riverine material inputs. In response to
magnified river flow and sediment discharge the deltas experienced additional land
gain, and the trend in surrounding marshes was reversed from land loss to land gain.
Surrounding marshes exhibited additional land loss and the growth o f the deltas was
reduced in simulations with these riverine inputs decreased. These results supported
the hypothesis that marsh coverage can be maximized by optimizing the contribution
of natural material inputs to deltaic estuaries. Comparing simulations of altered flow
and sediment discharge versus simulations with only altered discharge demonstrated
that the natural contributions of both flow and sediment discharge are required to
maximize the coverage o f deltaic marshes.
Around the world river deltas are undergoing landscape level changes due to
anthropogenic causes and natural forces. Because o f the interaction o f physical and
biological components that guide this changes it is often difficult to assess the effect of
one variable upon the delta cycle. The MDM was successful at simulating the
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continued interaction o f geologic, hydrologic, and ecological processes that will guide
the development of the Atchafalaya and Wax Lake Deltas over the next century. The
simulated growth rate of these deltas, 2.S km2/yr, was within reported ranges for delta
growth. The model also simulated the development of a prodelta platform and the
terminal phase o f lacustrine deposition that characterize bayhead growth. The effects
o f varying river flow and sediment discharge upon these processes were evaluated.
Tools like the MDM are essential to predict the environmental and economic
consequences of historical and future river and estuary management practices upon
river deltas.
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CHAPTER 4. NET BENEFITS OF RIVER DIVERSIONS WITHIN THE
MISSISSIPPI DELTA: AN APPLICATION OF EMERGY ANALYSIS
4.1. Introduction
Environmental projects operate at the interface between nature and human
society and are created to utilize natural resources for the benefit of human society.
Justifying such projects is often problematic because o f the necessity to compare
flows from the human economy and flows of environmental resources. This problem is
typified by river diversions that restore riverine inputs to deltaic marshes and require
economic investments including labor, materials, and fuels. Do the benefits derived
from these projects, including stabilizing and creating coastal marshes, and sustaining
and augmenting the production of coastal fisheries, merit the required economic
investments? Large capital costs, as high as $100 E6, necessitate the comparison of
inputs with potential impacts upon the system to justify such projects. Emergy
analysis, which evaluates system components on a common basis, is a promising
alternative to determine the net value of environmental projects to human society.
Using this technique natural energies and human capital were transformed to the
equivalent solar energy required for their production and compared. All energy
contributions influence an ecosystem’s pattern o f structure and function (Nixon 1988).
Therefore, it is critical to employ methodologies that properly account for all energy
flows of a system including those from economic sectors and natural flows. The
Caenervon and Davis Pond river diversions are located downstream and upstream of
New Orleans in the Breton Sound and Barataria estuaries, respectively (Figures 1.3 and
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1.4). The analyses compare the null alternative of no diversion versus the
implementation o f each diversion.
4.1.1. Emergy Analysis
Most environmental projects are characterized by the investment of high
quality energies from the human economy to capture and concentrate lower quality
natural energies and divert them to the needs of human society. The construction of
dams to produce hydroelectric energy is an example. The value o f economic
contributions are routinely quantified by economic analyses. However, due to lack of
accounting for inputs and outputs that cannot be evaluated on a monetary basis, such
as riverine sediments and marsh productivity in the case o f river diversions, such
approaches often fall short o f a thorough quantitative analyses o f environmental
projects. Economic analyses and the economic market only recognize monetary
values, but economies rely upon very large inputs from the environment. If these
environmental inputs are disregarded, the optimum use o f resources may not be
achieved and management decisions will be based on incomplete analyses (Ulgiati et al.
1994). Emergy analysis is a form o f energy analysis that quantifies values o f natural
and economic resources on a common basis, and is capable of deriving the value of
nature to the human economy (Odum, 1988). Solar emergy is used to determine the
value of environmental and human work within a system on a common basis: the
equivalent solar energy required to produce each service or product. The fundamental
assumption o f emergy analysis is that the value of a resource is proportional to the
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energy required to produce the resource (Brown and Herenden 1996). Transformities
are calculated for products and services and used to convert these items from units of
energy (i.e. joules of oil), mass (i.e. grams o f riverine sediment), and money into
common units of solar emergy joules (sej). Solar emergy drives the development of
every system in the biosphere, including human economies, whose development is
driven by unmonied inputs from nature and monied inputs from the main economy
(Ulgiati et al. 1994).
Definitions for some key terms related to emergy analysis follow (Brown and
McClanahan 1996).
Emergy: an expression of all the energy used in the work processes that generate a
product or service in one type o f energy.
Transformity: the ratio obtained by dividing the total emergy that was used in a
process by either the energy, mass of product, or cost of service yielded by the
process. Transformities are used to convert different energies and products to emergy
of the same type.
Solar Emjoule (sej): The units of solar energy previously used to generate a product;
for instance, the solar emergy of wood is expressed as joules of solar energy that were
required to generate it.
Transformities quantify the emergy required for the production o f a good or
service and occupy a central role when performing emergy analyses. Transformities
are expressed as the emergy per unit energy or mass. For example, the transformity of
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corn is 8.3E4 sej/J. Energy necessary for the production of com on a contemporary
farm includes the environmental energies o f sun, rain, wind and soil and the human
inputs o f fertilizers, pesticides, machinery, labor, and management. The transformity
value means that 8.3E4 solar joules are necessary to create these inputs and, therefore,
required to produce each joule of energy in com. Tables of calculated transformities
facilitate emergy evaluations (Odum 1996).
Another function of transformities is to position goods and services within a
hierarchy of energy quality (Odum 1988). All forms of energy do not accomplish
equivalent amounts of work. Information, human labor, and advanced technological
devices have relatively small energy flows, but require large amounts o f solar emergy
for their formation and maintenance (Brown and Herendeen 1996). These energy
flows have a higher quality and greater transformities and an ability to feedback and
amplify flows o f lower quality energies (Odum 1988). Emergy analyses o f river
diversions were performed to determine if the amount of low transformity natural
products captured including riverine water, sediments, and nutrients, merited the
investment o f high transformity goods and services such as information, labor, fuels,
and machinery required to construct the river diversions. While most o f the
transformities used in this analysis were derived in previous studies, because o f the
importance o f sediments within delta settings, the calculation of the transformity for
riverine sediments is explicitly demonstrated.
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Emergy analyses have been used to quantitatively explore public policy
options for the Mississippi delta (Day et al. 1997), Italy (Ugliati et al. 1994), and
Taiwan (Huang 1998, Huang and Odum 1991) and have been applied to many other
smaller scale systems (Odum 1996). This technique has also been used to evaluate
proposals of dam construction on the Mekong river (Brown and McClanahan 1996).
Similar to the Mekong study this analysis demonstrates the ability of emergy analysis
to quantitatively evaluate specific environmental management options with regards to
patterns of sustainable development.
4.1.2. The Delta Cvcle and River Diversions
Over the past 7,000 years the Mississippi Delta coastal plain has been formed
and maintained by a hierarchical series of depositional events. Floods o f the
Mississippi River historically distributed sediment throughout the delta resulting in
major spatial changes in geomorphology. The natural progression of events that
accompanies the prograding and deteriorating phases o f delta-building events is referred
to as the delta cycle (Roberts 1997). The operation o f the this cycle over a range o f
scales ensures efficient dispersal over the entire deltaic plain, resulting in the extensive
interdistributary wetlands that comprise the Mississippi deltaic plain o f southeast
Louisiana.
During the last two centuries human activities have had a pervasive impact on
deltaic ecosystems. These actions isolate deltas from the riverine inputs that formed
and sustained them and now threaten the existence o f these systems and the societal
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benefits they produce. Flood control levees, navigation structures, closure o f
distributaries, and construction o f dikes and canals have interrupted this cycle and
eliminated channel switching and development of new depositional areas (Day et al.
1997). Elevated levees along the main channel o f the Mississippi have interrupted the
annual flooding of deltiac marshes and direct valuable sediments out o f the delta
system to the Gulf of Mexico, beyond the continental shelf. As a result marshes
within the Mississippi delta succumb to subsidence and experience rapid rates of
deterioration (Figure 4.1). Land loss rates for the Louisiana coastal plain have ranged
from 65 to 109 km2/yr during the last 30 years (Britsch and Dunbar 1993). Within the
Barataria basin, of which the Davis Pond diversion is contained (Figure 1.3), reported
rates o f land loss are 25 km2/yr (Reed 1995).
The loss of coastal marshes results in negative economic and ecological
consequences. As an area of marsh changes to open water the net primary
productivity (NPP) of the area decreases from 6.97 E7 to 2.33 E7 J/m2/yr, a 67
percent decline (Bahr et al. 1982). Such decreases can lead to dramatic drops of
productivity across the delta. For instance, over three decades the total NPP of the
Terrebonne and Barataria basins within the Mississippi Delta has decreased by 26
percent (Day et al. 1997). The reliance o f coastal fishery production upon the
existence and productivity o f surrounding marshes has been established by many
studies (Deegan 1993, Houde and Rutherford 1993, Rozas and Reed 1993, Nixon
1982, Turner 1977). Using the data from 36 marine systems, Nixon (1988) discovered
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Before Elevated
After Elevated Levees

Figure 4.1. Before elevated levees, floods delivered sediments and nutriets that
stimulated marsh productivity and sustained marsh elevation. After levees were
elevated in the Mississippi delta riverine inputs to marshes were eliminated.
Marshes then subsided and became open water bodies resulting in decreased
productivity. River diversions restore flows o f riverine water to the marshes. The
ability to regulate the flowrate throught the diversions insures continued flood
protection and navigation.
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a linear relationship between primary production and fisheries yield. Based on the
documented dependence of coastal fisheries upon the productivity o f surrounding
marshes, the changes o f deltaic marshes to open water in the Mississippi Delta
jeopardize the continued flow of fisheries exports. Such changes are sure to have a
negative impact upon the economy of the delta. Fishing alone contributes over $1
billion dollars to local economies, and other wetland-related activities (hunting, alligator
harvest, production o f furs) are estimated to contribute another S1 billion (Day et al.
1997). The economies o f deltaic societies are dependent upon natural resource flows
from deltaic marshes.
Since identifying deteriorating deltas throughout the world (Turner 1997; Day
et al. 1995; Stanley and Wame 1993) a series o f remedies have been proposed (Day et
al. 1997). River diversions are an alternative that restores natural deltaic functioning
through controlled diversions mimicking the natural delta cycle. The ability to manage
the flowrate through the diversions provides continued flood protection and
navigation. The United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACOE) completed
constructed o f the Caemervon river diversion in 1991 (Lane et al. 1998), and recently
began construction o f the Davis Pond diversion. The general design o f these diversions
include culverts or siphons that run through the levee and a channel to guide the water
to the marshes. The large costs (Table 4.1) are due to the amount o f design,
construction, equipment, and structure necessary to ensure stability o f the levee while
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Table 4.1. A summary of diversion characteristics and projected rates of change used for this study.
The emergy analysis for the Davis Pond diversion was performed across a range of land gain and loss
rates.
Initial Coverages2 Land Gain
(km2)
With
Project
Area1 Marsh Open Diversion
(km2) Cover Water
(km2/yr)
Diversion
1.293
Caemervon
127
52
75

Operation &
Land Lost
Without % River Maintenance Emergy/$
ratio7
Diversion Flow Into
Cost
(km2/yr) Diversion3 (1E6 $)
(1E12 sej/$)
23 s
1.03“
2.00
1.6

N)

Davis Pond
In
,

1158

822

336

-

-

2.1

1046

1.55

allow annual land gain rates for SO years. 2 lnital land/water ratio from Barras et al. 1994. 3 Turner
and Boyer 1997. 4 Based on Reed 1995-rates were normalized to account for project area.
5 USACOE 1985. 6 USACOE 1991.7Odum 1996.

at the same time regulating flow through the levee. Relocation costs o f railroads,
highways, utilities, and pipeline canals also contribute to the price o f each project.
Subsequent to the introduction o f riverine water and associated sediments and
nutrients, maintenance of existing marsh and building of new marsh is expected. These
trends have been observed within the Caemervon diversion site (Villanubia 1998) and
forecast for the Davis Pond project by a landscape simulation model (Martin et al.
1999). The greater productivity o f the newly created and sustained marsh compared
to open water habitats will continue to provide the basis of a food chain supporting
the lucrative coastal fishing industry. The linkages from sustained and newly created
marsh lands evaluated in this study involve changes in marsh and fisheries production.
Because o f increases in vegetative productivity more primary production is exported
to support higher trophic production in coastal environments (Houde and Rutherford
1993, Peters and Schaaf 1991, Nixon 1988, Turner 1977). In addition to changes in
export o f vegetative material, the linear relationship described by Nixon (1988) was
used to predict changes in exported fish biomass following changes in marsh coverage.
4.1.3. Inherent Resources o f River Deltas
Compared to terrestrial and other aquatic habitats, both freshwater and marine,
the greater energy inputs to river deltas result in higher rates of productivity. Nixon
(1988) demonstrated the value of the vertical mixing resulting from tides in marine
systems. While tidal energy may not result in increased primary production, the
efficiency o f conversion of photosynthetically fixed carbon to fish is five to ten times
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greater in tidal influenced environments resulting in higher rates of secondary and
tertiary productivity. Additionally, the efficiency seems to increase with higher rates
o f primary production leading to even greater levels of higher trophic production
(Nixon 1988). Riverine inputs distinguish deltaic ecosystems from other coastal
environments. The addition o f freshwater, suspended mineral sediments, inorganic
nutrients, and organic materials delivered by the river support high levels of primary
productivity. Coupling the high levels of primary production with the tidal energy
subsidy results in high levels of productivity across trophic levels. The positive
relationship between riverine input and productivity has been demonstrated by a
number of authors (Villar 1996, Cadee 1986, Boynton et al. 1982, Nixon 1982, Moore
et al. 1970). Noting trophic linkages, copepods, oysters and fish can be regarded as
highly transformed solar energy (Nixon 1988). It is more difficult, but no less real, to
see the transformed energies from riverine, marine, and solar contributions manifest in
high productivity across trophic levels in deltaic environments.
Comparing energy flows of ecosystems using emergy signature diagrams
illustrates the surplus o f embodied energy characteristic of deltaic systems. An
emergy signature diagram (Odum 1996) depicts energy inputs to an area using emergy
as a common basis for comparison. This analysis allows the identification of dominate
energy inputs driving a system. Figure 4.2 contains emergy signature diagrams from 2
coastal systems; the Caemervon river diversion site and the Texas coastal zone. While
smaller rivers contribute some emergy to the Texas coastal zone, the dominance o f the
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Caemervon River Diversion
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Figure 4.2. Emergy signature diagrams comparing the emergy inputs to the Caemervon river diversion and Texas
coastal zone. Riverine water use is nearly an order of magnitude greater and the sediments are nearly two orders of
magtidute greater in the river diversion compared to the Texas cosat. The protected and more inland location of the
diversion resulted in reduced tidal and wave inputs. Data for the Texas coastal zone obtained from Energy Systems
in Texas and United States Policy Research Project (1987).

inputs from the Mississippi is clearly evident. The Mississippi is more than an order
of magnitude greater than any other input to these systems. Aside from the riverine
input differences, the other typical marine inputs, such as tides, rain, sun are all
roughly similar. While these common marine inputs lead to greater productivity
relative to terrestrial habitats, the riverine inputs to deltas simulate an even greater level
of production. Comparative analyses illustrate the valuable natural resources inherent
to deltas and stress the need to develop technologies, such as river diversions to
harness these energies for society’s benefit.
4.2. Methods
4.2.1. Constructing the Emergy Analysis Table
The methodology for the emergy analysis began with the construction o f a
systems diagram to organize relationships between components and pathways o f
resource flow (Figure 1.6). By carefully diagramming the system the inclusion o f all
relevant driving energies and interactions was ensured. Important energy inputs
characterizing river diversion projects include the sun, wind, rain, tides, the river, and
imported resources and services utilized to construct and maintain the diversion
(Figure 1.6). Pertinent interactions within these settings are the productivity o f coastal
marshes and open water areas, the diversion o f riverine inputs to promote marsh
productivity and the loss of marsh elevation due to relative sea-level rise (eustatic sealevel rise plus subsidence).
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The emergy analysis table (Table 4.2) was constructed directly from the
diagram (Figure 1.6) using inflows and outflows crossing the system boundary as row
headings. Using the table the annual amount o f input or output o f each flow is first
quantified in raw units (joules, grams, dollars). Then, by multiplying by the respective
transformity the annual solar emergy contributed by each flow is calculated.
4.2.1.1. Renewable Resources
One input often included in emergy analyses of coastal areas, geopotential rain
energy, was neglected because o f the low elevation relative to sea-level of the
Mississippi delta. To avoid double-counting, the environmental inputs, I through 3,
are not accumulated to calculate the total input of renewable resources. Since these
inputs are interdependent on the same energies, the largest input is chosen as the sum
for environmental inputs (Odum 1996), in this case the chemical energy o f the rain.
The flow o f riverine sediments was calculated as the sediments inputs via the diversion
minus sediments lost through subsidence. Subsidence was assumed to only impact
marsh area.
4.2.1.2. Imports
All imports were annualized by dividing the total amounts by the estimated life
of the project, 50 years. The inputs were disaggregated to the greatest extent possible
from cost estimates provided by the USACOE (1991,1985). However, with the
exceptions o f steel and concrete, dollar values were used to estimate the corresponding
energy inputs to the system. Previously calculated emergy /dollar ratios were used to
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Table 4.2. Emergy analysis table in which raw units were multiplied by the transformity to determine the solar emjoules
associted with a flow. The raw units correspond to the Caemervon with diversion scenario for year 1. The final four
columns are cumulative over the 50 year analysis period. These cumulative values were aggregated and used to calculate
emergy indices. A land gain rate o f 0.0 and land loss rate o f 3.0 km2/yr were used to calculate the Davis Pond with and
S olar E m ergy (sej)
C aem ervon
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convert these monetary values to solar emjoules. This ratio measures the emergy buying power of the dollar and was calculated by dividing the annual United States
inflow o f emergy by the GNP (Ulgiati et al. 1994). The solar emergy supporting the
United State’s currency was calculated as 2.00 E12 sej/S in 1985 (Odum 1996), the
year of construction of the Caemervon diversion, and 1.55 E 12 sej/S in 1991 (Davis
Pond, Table 4.1).
4.2.1.3. Exports
Its was assumed that 100% and 15.5% o f the primary production from open
water and marshes, respectively, would be exported from the system, based on a
previous study by Bahr et al. (1982). Following Houde and Rutherford (1993) the
regression relationship between fish harvest and primary production in coastal
systems developed by Nixon (1988) was used to predict catches in the two estuaries
impacted by the river diversions (equation 1). Because of higher primary productivity
rates for Mississippi delta marshes (1850 g C m'2 yr"1Bahr et al. 1982) compared to
open water areas (445 g C m*2 y r'1Bahr et al. 1982) the fishery yield increased over
time as marsh habitat replaced open water areas. The transformities o f the three
exports range over three orders o f magnitude, and imply that the nekton require almost
three times the amount of solar energy to produce a joule o f energy then the open
water productivity. The order o f transformities is indicative o f their relative location
within the estuarine food chain.
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In F Y = 1.55 In PP - 4.49

(equation 1)

where FY = Fishery yield (kg/ha/yr), PP = primary production (gC/m2/yr)
4.2.1.4. Areal Coverages and Rates of Change
Differences in the outcomes of the scenarios with and without diversions were
driven by changes in areal coverage of marsh and open water. Table 4.1 denotes the
constant rates o f marsh loss without diversions and marsh gain with the diversions
used for Caemervon. Marsh loss was based on historical trends (Reed 1995), and the
rate of marsh gain was based on predictions o f the Louisiana Department o f Natural
Resources (Turner and Boyer 1997). Because of a range in predicted land gain rates for
the Davis Pond diversion (from no growth-USASCOE 1991 to 6.72 km2/yr- Turner
and Boyer 1997) the sensitivity of the emergy analysis was evaluated across a range of
land loss and gain rates (from a loss of 3 to a gain o f 6.72 km2/y r ). The preservation
of existing marsh, an important benefit of river diversions, requires far less inputs then
the creation o f new marsh (Templet and Meyer- Arendt 1988). Simulations of a
diversion with a landscape model predicted the preservation of 3.76 km2 o f marsh
annually (Martin et al. 2000). Because this amount was slightly greater then the
annual rate o f marsh loss, the Caemervon diversion, when activated, was assumed to
inhibit all future marsh loss.
The total area o f initial marsh and open water coverages were calculated based
upon marsh to land ratios and predicted rates o f change. From a 1990 habitat
distribution survey for the Breton Sound and Barataria estuaries (Barras et al. 1994)
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marsh/open water ratios were calculated (0.412 Breton Sound, 0.717 Barataria). Using
these ratios as one constraint, and the maximum amount o f marsh lost (minimal initial
marsh coverage), and the maximum amount of marsh gained (minimal initial water
coverage), the initial coverages for both sites were determined (Table 4.1).
4.2.2. Calculation o f System Indices
Emergy indices were calculated by aggregating data from Table 4.2 (Table 4.3,
Figure 4.3). These indices, which relate flows from the economy to flows of the
environment, are useful to predict economic viability, net yields, and to select
management options leading towards sustainability. When two alternative systems are
compared, the one which exports the most emergy to the public economy and other
systems is considered best (Brown and McClanahan, 1996). System that rely heavily
on renewable energies provided by nature to generate exports represent more
sustainable options. Often, units o f exported emergy are compared with emergy
invested, as was the case with the emergy yield ratio (EYR). In river diversions an
investment of emergy from the economy is made in order to capture renewable emergy
from the river. The ratio of renewable emergy captured (REC) was calculated to
quantify the emergy captured per emergy invested. These ratios provide a metric o f
comparison between different choices for the system analyzed and allow comparison
with other environmental projects.
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Table 4.3. Emergy indices for the two diversion projects. Indices for the 'without' scenarios went to infinity
because imports from the economy were zero. A land gain rate o f 0.0 and land loss rate o f 3.0 km2/yr
were used to calculate the Davis Pond with and without diversion alternatives for this table.
Davis Pond
Caemervon
Calculation
Refer
Description
Renewable EMergy Flow
Imports

to Fig. 4.3 units

Renewable EMergy Captured (REC)
Net Renewable EMergy Captured (NREC)
REC - NREC
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With

Without
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Diversion
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Figure 4.3. Aggregated system diagram of a delta system that imports resources
(I) to build river diversions that direct river inputs to interact with other
renewable inputs (Re) to produce exports (Y). Without river diversions the
riverine energies are input directly to the Gulf o f Mexico, which reduces the
exports to the estuarine system. Letters denote pathways used in the calculation
of indices (Table 3).
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4.3. Results
4.3.1. Emergy Analysis Table
4.3.1.1. Renewable Resources
A substantial gain in renewable energies entering the system occurred with
implementation o f the river diversions at each location. At Caemervon and Davis
Pond the contribution o f riverine inputs, calculated as the difference between the with
and without scenarios, was 4.89 E22 and 6.42 E22 sej, respectively (Table 4.3).
Riverine sediments were the largest renewable resource input in both cases by nearly
an order o f magnitude (Table 4.2). This was a consequence of both the quantity of
sediments and the large transformity o f the sediments (6.28 E8 sej/g Martin In Press).
The change in the sediment storage demonstrated the potential o f diversions to sustain
and build marsh in subsiding deltaic settings. Positive sediment budgets for each
diversion changed to deficits without the diversions. With the diversions more
productivity shifted to the marshes and away from open water habitats. This trend
was reflected by the greater input and use o f riverine chemopotential energy (rows 5
and 6 in Table 4.2). For Caemervon without the diversion open water use of riverine
water constituted an input o f 1.58 E21 sej and the marsh use of riverine water
represented an input of 8.22 E20 sej, for a total of 2.40 E21 sej. With the diversion at
Caemervon the total contribution o f riverine water was 3.31 E21 sej, with marsh use
(2.64 E21 sej) contributed more than open water (6.69 E20 sej). The shift o f utilizing
riverine water for the greater productivity o f marsh habitats compared to open water
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habitats was the second greatest change to the input of the systems with the
diversions. The sum o f the other renewable resources (rows 1-5, Table 4.2) decreased
with the diversions because of a decrease in open water habitat which reduced tidal
inputs. This difference was an order of magnitude less than the previously discussed
gains (8.06 E18 sej Caemervon, 1.04 E19 Davis Pond).
4.3.1.2. Imports and Exports
The emergy imported for the construction and maintenance of each project was
1.97 E20 sej and 2.34 E20 sej for Caemervon and Davis Pond, respectively (Table
4.3). Expressed in dollars by dividing by the emergy dollar ratio, these values were
9.82 E7 and 1.51 E8 dollars (Table 4.3). For the without diversion scenarios imports
were assumed zero. Investing emergy to capture more renewable energies resulted in
exports increasing from 1.35 E22 to 1.51 E22 sej for Caemervon and 1.37 E23 to 1.38
E23 sej for Davis Pond (Table 4.3). At both sites the greatest contribution to these
increases was from fish exports. The three orders o f magnitude difference in
transformity between the fish and vegetative exports lead to the predominance of
fishery exports. Due to land coverage changes the productivity of the marshes
increased while that of open water habitats decreased with the diversions. Increased
exports of marsh material and nekton overshadowed the declines in the export o f open
water production.
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4.3.2. Emergy Indices
4.3.2.1. Emergy Yield Ratio(EYR)
This ratio was calculated by dividing the exported emergy flow by the emergy
imported from the economy . This ratio has been referred to as the ‘energy return on
investment’ and ‘net energy gain’ (Odum 1988) because it quantifies the amount of
emergy that is exported due to an investment, or feedback from the economy (Figure
4.3). Any process with a EYR greater than one contributes to the system more than it
withdrawals, with larger values indicative o f greater contributions. The EYRs for the
diversions were 77 for Caemervon and 592 for Davis Pond (Table 4.3). Such large
values are only possible in settings with highly concentrated environmental energies.
Because o f the large amount of emergy exported without the diversions a net EYR
(NEYR) was calculated as the difference in exports with and without the diversion
divided by the imported emergy. The NEYRs were 8.1 for Caemervon and 6.8 for
Davis Pond (Table 4.3). The greatly reduced net yields for the two projects highlight
the importance o f calculating net ratios in settings where a substantial amount of
export will occur in the null scenario. Because of its greater area the Davis Pond site
had nine times more exports than Caemervon and more than seven times the EYR of
Caemervon. However, a large amount of these exports, 1.35 E22 (Caemervon) and
1.37 E23 (Davis Pond), would occur without implementing the diversion. By
accounting for the net yield difference with and without the diversions, the NEYR
identifies only the added exports derived from the projects. A sensitivity analysis
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revealed a quadratic relationship between the NEYR and land gain/loss rates for the
Davis Pond diversion (Figure 4.4).
4.3.2.2. Renewable Emergy Captured (REC)
Environmental projects, such as river diversions, use economic resources to
capture environmental energies to drive the economy and benefit human society. The
REC quantifies the value o f renewable emergy that was captured and input to the
system on a dollar per dollar basis (Table 4.3). For instance, the REC for Caemervon,
263, indicates that 263 dollars o f value can be captured by investing only 1 dollar.
This ratio was calculated by dividing the input o f renewable resources by the total
imported emergy from the economic system (Figure 4.3). Both of the these values
were converted to dollars by dividing each contributing non-dollar flow by the
respective emergy -to-dollar ratio for each project (Table 4.1). To isolate the captured
riverine resources a net REC (NREC) was calculated for each project by determining
the difference between renewable resources with and without the diversions and
dividing by the imported emergy. The NREC was 249 for Caemervon (Table 4.3).
The difference between the REC and NREC identified the amount of the renewable
energies driving each system in the absence of riverine inputs (Table 4.3).
4.4. Discussion
4.4.1. Assumptions
The results o f this study were dependent on assumed rates of land gain with
diversions and the land loss without diversions. Varying these rates influenced the
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Figure 4.4. A sensitivity analysis determined the quadratic relationship between
Net Emergy Yield Ratio (NEYR) and Land Gain/Loss Rate (LG) for the Davis
Pond Diversion to be: NEYR=-0.0191LG2+2.2195LG+6.8376. The X
intercept occurs at a land loss rate o f 3 km2/yr becuase this rate was chosen
asthe background rate o f land loss.
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resulting indices. For instance, doubling the rate o f land gain to 2.S8 E6 m2/yr
increased the NEYR from 9.14 to 13.20 for Caemervon. Figure 4.4 illustrates changing
NEYRs due to varying habitat change rates in Davis Pond. While the rates o f land
creation and subsidence vary through time in the actual system (Roberts 1997), the
rates for this study were assumed to remain constant over the 50 year evaluation
period.
Several studies have confirmed that coastal fishery production in areas with
extensive intertidal zones is largely dependent on energy fixed in estuaries and
wetlands (Deegan 1993; Bahr et al. 1982). This is perhaps the most direct impact of
river diversions upon the economy and demonstrates the importance o f sustaining
current export levels and the potential impacts o f increased EYRs of the diversions.
Because o f the greater transformity o f fish relative to primary productivity, increases
in fishery exports represented nearly 100% of the total increase in exports with
diversions. The results of the study were sensitive to the transformity of the fishery
exports. Reducing the fish transformity by 50% from 8.00 E6 to 4.00E6 reduced the
NEYR by 56 percent and 52 percent for Caemervon and Davis Pond, respectively.
Increasing fishery returns by restoring marshes seems at odds with the suggestion that
highest biological productivity is associated with the early stages of deterioration o f a
delta basin (Gagliano and van Beek 1973). However, river diversions are needed to
combat high land loss rates, indicative of more advanced stages of deterioration.
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Additionally, Madden et al. (1988) found increases in productivity due to freshwater
inputs to equal gains due to increased land-water interface during deterioration.
Due to the paucity of data quantifying present and future benefits, the amount
of exports from the system represented a conservative estimate. The 50 year period of
evaluation was based on the USACOE estimated project life. Even if the structures
did fail after 50 years the created marsh and sediment storage will continue to provide
system benefits well beyond this period of time. Additional components not included
in the analysis were export and use o f the system by higher trophic levels, such as
waterfowl, reptiles, and mammals, flood and storm protection provided by created and
sustained marshes (Stone et al. 1997, Farber 1987), and nutrient reduction (Lane 1999,
Villar et al. 1996). Withstanding these limits, the analysis accurately represents the
behavior o f estuarine systems with and without river diversions. This was insured
with the inclusion of prominent forcing functions and exports, internal habitat coverage
dynamics, and changes to inputs and exports resulting from river diversions.
Regarding energetic approaches to characterizing ecosystem function in general,
the use of energy as a numeraire to trace flows has been criticized as being incapable of
accounting for the diversity of flows in ecosystems (Mansson and McGlade 1993).
Conceptual problems are encountered when using any substance such as energy,
emergy, or money as a common denominator, or numeraire. However, to resolve
issues that cross ecological, economic, and societal systems a common numeriare is
necessitate, and energy can be traced through all flows and therefore represents a valid
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emergy choice, emergy is a chosen subset of energy because o f its unique ability to
account for the quality o f contributions o f renewable and nonrenewable resources.
The uncertainty and variability o f transformities used in emergy analysis have
been question and criticized (Brown and Herenden 1996). Transformities vary through
time and space, similar to the inputs and interactions necessary to create any product.
The transformities for some components of this study were taken from earlier studies
of the Mississippi delta (i.e. riverine water use, Odum et al. 1984). Other
transformities, such as those for steel and concrete, were taken from other unrelated
studies (Odum 1996). While it is acknowledged that the actual transformity o f the
concrete used to build each diversion differs from the value utilized, this difference is
believed to be small in magnitude and within acceptable scientific error. The effects o f
uncertainty in the transformities of renewable energies driving the biosphere, such as
rainfall, wind, and tidal momentum are relative, since all ‘higher order’ processes
include a proportion o f renewable energy. If the transformities of renewable energies
are too high or low, the emergy in the higher order products is off as well, but by
proportional amounts (Brown and Herenden 1996). The limited number o f previously
calculated transformities is perhaps the biggest challenge to performing emergy
analyses. While most transformites for this study were gained from searches o f
previous analyses, some had to be inferred based on previous studies. For instance,
the transformity for aggregated fishery exports from deltaic settings (8.00E6sej/J) was
derived from previous transformities o f oysters (3.0E6sej/J, Odum et al. 1987), Crabs
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(6.0E6sej/J, Odum et al. 1987), commercial fish (8.0E6sej/J, Odum et al. 1987), and
upper consumers o f an estuary (3.0E7sej/J, Odum 1996). The creation o f a central
source containing many transformities, as was done for energy intensities (U.S.
Congress 1990), would facilitate and standardize emergy analyses.
4.4.2 Emergy Indices
The emergy analyses identified the unique concentration of renewable energies
characteristic o f river deltas and provided a relative comparison between renewable and
imported energies. From diffuse inputs across the drainage basin the river system
concentrates large amounts of renewable energy that is delivered to the delta. Deltas
are characterized by renewable energy provided by riverine sources that far surpasses
that provided to other coastal settings (Figure 4.2). Subtracting the REC from the
NREC for each diversion reveals that the emergy contributed by riverine sources was
nearly an order of magnitude greater the total contributions o f sunlight, rain, wind, tide
and waves (Table 4.3). This analysis quantifies the contributions leading to increased
productivity in coastal regions with riverine input (Villar et al. 1996, Cadee 1986,
Boynton et al. 1982, Nixon 1982, Moore et al. 1970). The historic and contemporary
high levels o f human development and profitable fisheries supported by most river
deltas also attest to the rich concentration o f resources in these environments.
The NREC calculated the effectiveness o f the diversions in capturing portions
of the riverine energies flowing through the delta. In common units o f value, dollars,
the ratio quantified the resources captured per resources invested from the economic
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system. The Caemervon and Davis Pond diversions captured 249 and 274 dollars of
value per dollar invested, respectively (Table 4.3). Comparing these ratios with other
environmental systems demonstrates the rewards o f investing in systems with highly
concentrated renewable energies. Agricultural settings are a common example of a
system in which imported energies are utilized to capture natural energies to yield
exports. In agricultural systems renewable inputs of sunlight, rain, and wind are
dispersed over a large area. Consequently, large imports are required to capture and
augment these energies to produce exports. Relatively large imports in relationship to
diffuse renewable energies result in lower RECs compared to river deltas with large
amounts of renewable, concentrated energies requiring a relatively small imports.
Citrus farming has a REC o f 0.089 and com has an REC o f 0.080 (Odum 1996). The
fact that these ratios are less than one reflect the current reliance o f agriculture upon
economic resources as opposed to natural energies.
The large ratio o f renewable inputs to economic imports coupled with a highly
productive estuarine system (Nixon 1988) resulted in large exports and beneficial
NEYRs. The net emergy gain in exports from each diversion was 8.land 6.8 times
greater than the emergy imported for construction and maintenance (Table 4.3). Even
with large capital cost (Table 4.1), these values are similar to those from other systems
which rely on natural energies to create economic flows, such as pine plantations
(4.89), crude oil (7.9), and rainforest wood (12.0) (Odum 1996). Having yield ratios
similar to these established systems interfacing between the environment and the
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economy indicates that the diversions will also be successful in supporting economic
activity. The benefits of investing in riverine environments, where natural energies are
highly concentrated, was previously demonstrated by EYRs (12.3 and 20.3) for dam
proposals along the Mekong river (Brown and McClanahan 1996). The dams captured
a much greater percent of the rivers energy compared to the diversions, possibly
explaining the greater EYR ratios compared to the diversions.
The effects of varying habitat change rates upon the NEYR were tested with a
sensitivity analysis o f the Davis Pond diversion (Figure 4.4). For this analysis the
background rate o f land loss assumed to occur without the diversion, was 3 km2/yr
(Reed 1995). Therefore all scenarios with reduced the rate of land loss (those with loss
rates less than 3 km2/yr) and rates o f land gain resulted in NEYRs greater than 0.0. A
critical NEYR threshold of about six is crossed with a land gain rate o f 0.0 km2/yr
(Figure 4.4). The average EYR for domestic fuels was about six in 1991 (Odum 1996).
If the NEYR is above this value it is advantageous to utilize the fuels to construct and
maintain the diversion. According to this calculation, if the Davis Pond diversion
results in net rates o f land loss, other uses o f the resources, instead o f the diversion,
should be considered.
Delta environments exemplify the importance of utilizing an embodied energy
approach in determining the value of resources. The inherent value and richness of
deltas is not based on the geopotential or chemopotential differences between the river
water entering the delta and the receiving body. Instead, the richness o f deltas is
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derived from the concentration o f inputs from across the drainage basin, made possible
by rainfall and tectonic uplift occurring across the basin. Because it accounts for the
energy used in the process o f making or transporting a product, emergy analysis
quantifies the value o f embodied energy to system function. This study gives evidence
that the high productivity o f deltas relative to other coastal settings (Villar et al. 1996,
Cadee 1986, Boynton et al. 1982, Nixon 1982, Moore et al. 1970) is due to the vast
amount of emergy contributed from riverine sources.
The ability to compare natural and economic services on a common basis is
fundamental to determining the net benefit or cost o f any project interfacing natural
and economic systems. Emergy analysis establishes a scientifically based
methodology to accomplish this task. While contingent value methods assign
economic values to natural resources based on the perception o f individuals, emergy
analysis transforms both natural and economic resources into one common energetic
unit based on the energy required to produce a resource or product (Brown and
McClanahan 1996). This allowed unique insight to the net value o f the diversions and
the ability of the diversions to capture renewable energy.
The amount of renewable emergy captured and exported outweighs the cost o f
these projects, and produces rewards similar to other environmental systems. The
identification and utilization o f systems offering such returns is a necessary step
towards sustainability. The EYR and REC indices identify river diversions as an
important component to a deltaic system which can sustain and enhance contributions
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to human society. These ratios demonstrated the efficiency o f the diversions at
capturing renewable resources and that the exports greatly outweighed the cost of each
diversion.
4.5. Conclusion
Emergy analysis identified the unique concentration of natural energies inherent
to delta settings. Since the earliest civilizations man has recognized the benefits of
these energies and coexisted within the delta cycle. Recently, deltaic civilizations have
isolated coastal marshes from sustaining riverine energies, leading to the deterioration
of these ecosystems and the benefits they provide. Over the last 7500 years the
Mississippi river has created the delta that currently supports the metropolis of New
Orleans, smaller coastal towns, and the richest fishery of the eastern United States.
Failing to reinvest in this resource with river diversions while continuing to extract
exports is similar to withdrawing from a bank account without depositing. The initial
effects of this strategy are revealed by the current land loss rates within the
Mississippi delta. To reach sustainable patterns natural energies o f systems must be
utilized. As evidenced by the large amount o f emergy captured per dollar and large
emergy yield ratios, river diversions provide a substantial return on investment and are
effective at capturing renewable energies. By relying primarily upon renewable
energies inherent in delta environments to produce benefits to both the economic and
ecological systems the diversions represent an important component o f sustainable
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management plans for deltaic systems. However, land gain rates o f diversions should
be greater than critical thresholds to merit the economic resources they require.
The analysis demonstrates the ability of emergy analysis to identify
sustainable technologies and effectively compare natural energies and imported
resources. Prospects o f declining nonrenewable fossil fuels that presently support
human society make essential the identification of sustainable technologies that use
minimal nonrenewable energies to interface with the environment to capture renewable
resources. The unique ability o f emergy analysis to quantify both economic and
natural inputs on a common basis make it an ideal analysis method to accomplish this
essential task of the future. The use of this methodology to compare the natural and
economic resource flows o f river diversions revealed that the amount of renewable
emergy captured and exported from the diversions greatly outweigh the economic costs
of the projects.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION
Two spatial models were developed and utilized to simulate the effects o f
management plans and variations o f natural inputs on the evolution o f deltaic
landscapes. The results from these simulations supported the hypothesis that natural
river inputs maximize marsh area. The models predicted continued trends o f land loss
in the Barataria and Terrebonne basins, and land gain in and around the Atchafalaya
and Wax Lake Deltas. Emergy analysis was applied to two river diversion projects to
determine if the benefits o f restoring natural riverine inputs merited the required
economic investments. These analyses supported the hypothesis that restoring natural
riverine inputs to deltaic marshes results in net societal benefits. These benefits are
dependent upon the rates of marsh creation and preservation. Together, the model
results and emergy analyses demonstrate the ecological and societal benefits o f
maintaining or restoring natural riverine inputs to deltaic marshes.
While the BTELSS was effective at evaluating river diversion and hydraulic
retention plans, levee plans identified limitations of this model. By restoring natural
riverine inputs river diversions are alternatives that can slow the rate o f land loss in
abandoned delta lobes. The river diversion was predicted to preserve 113 km2 o f
marsh from conversion to open water. Hydraulic retention resulted in only modest
reductions (10 km2) of land loss over the 30-year simulation. This scenario did not
alter riverine inputs, but lengthened the hydrologic retention of fresh water in the
Terrebonne basin. Limitations o f the model, due to the 100 km2 resolution o f the
hydrodynamic module, produced ambiguous results of the jetty plans. In these
scenarios the conversion of habitats within hydrodynamic cells with increased
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Manning coefficients could not be differentiated between those due to actual
landscape dynamics and those which were an artifact o f the modeling approach. An
additional model limitation was the inability to build land in open water areas. This
resulted in a conservative estimate o f the potential of river diversions to reduce deltaic
land loss. The limitations left only the river diversion scenario applicable to test the
hypothesis, and led to improvements in the MDM. Restoring natural riverine inputs
preserved marsh habitats. Therefore, the river diversion simulation supported the
hypothesis that natural river inputs maximize marsh coverage.
Because o f the higher resolution hydrodynamic module (1 km2) and land
building capability, the MDM was more effective at simulating alterations affecting
river inputs and drawing conclusions with regards to the hypothesis. The MDM
demonstrated that the Atchafalaya and Wax Lake Deltas and marshes o f the
surrounding estuary were effected by alterations o f natural riverine inputs. In response
to magnified river flow and sediment discharge the deltas experienced additional land
gain, and the trend in surrounding marshes was reversed from land loss to land gain.
Surrounding marshes exhibited additional land loss and the growth o f the deltas was
reduced in simulations with decreased riverine inputs. Reducing riverine inputs to
West Cote Blanche and Vermilion Bays through jetty construction lead to declines in
marsh coverage in these areas. These results supported the hypothesis that marsh
coverage is maximized by the contribution o f riverine inputs to deltaic estuaries.
Comparing simulations o f altered flow and sediment discharge versus simulations
with only altered sediment discharge demonstrated that both of these riverine
contributions are required to maximize the coverage o f deltaic marshes.
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Models such as the BTELSS and MDM, that integrate physical and biological
processes across large areas, over long time periods are essential management tools in
deltaic-estuarine environments. The ecological, economic, and societal importance of
these environments (Day et al. 1997, Milliman et al. 1989), necessitates the ability to
predict the response of these systems to management plans and natural alterations.
Furthermore, better understanding o f the functioning of these systems is required to
formulate new management plans to insure the vitality of deltaic resources in light of
deterioration due to past management practices. This study demonstrates the ability of
the BTELSS and MDM to quantitatively evaluate hydrologic and ecological effects
due to proposed management plans and alterations of riverine inputs. The MDM is the
first model to simulate the interaction o f geologic, hydrologic, and ecological factors
that guide the progradation o f river deltas, and was used to simulate changes in growth
o f the Atchafalaya and Wax Lake Deltas due to varying river regimes.
The river diversion study demonstrated the ability of emergy analysis to
identify sustainable technologies and effectively compare natural energies and
economic resources. A unique concentration of natural energies that characterizes
delta settings was identified. As evidenced by the large amount o f emergy captured
per dollar and large emergy yield ratios, river diversions provide a substantial return
on investment and are effective at capturing renewable riverine resources. By relying
primarily upon renewable energies inherent in delta environments to produce benefits
to both the economic and ecological systems the diversions represent an important
component of sustainable management plans for deltaic systems. The amount of
additional emergy exported from the diversions outweighed the economic costs of the
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projects and supported the hypothesis that restoring riverine inputs to deltaic marshes
has net societal benefits.
Since the earliest civilizations humans have recognized and utilized the natural
resources existing within delta settings and coexisted within the delta cycle. Recently,
civilizations have isolated deltaic systems from sustaining riverine inputs, leading to
the deterioration o f these ecosystems and the benefits they provide. Over the last 7500
years the Mississippi River has created the delta that supports the metropolis o f New
Orleans, smaller coastal towns, and the richest fishery of the United States. Failing to
reinvest in this resource while continuing to extract resources will exacerbate the
present trend o f land loss and compromise future returns. By sustaining marsh
coverage and producing societal benefits, the maintenance and restoration of natural
riverine inputs is a sustainable approach to protect and restore deltaic ecosystems.
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APPENDIX
CONSENT FORM
Permission granted from publisher Springer-Verlag to include the
following journal article as Chapter 2 o f this dissertation: Martin, J.F,
White, M.W., Reyes, E., Kemp, G.P., Mashriqui, H., Day, J.W. 2000.
Evaluation o f coastal management plans with a spatial model: Mississippi
Delta, Louisiana, USA. Environmental Management. In Press. This
article is cited in the text as Martin et al. 2000.
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